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Introduction
The vivid interest in multilayer heterostructures in the last decade is largely
motivated by their important application in the field of device technology. Well
known examples of devices based on heterostructure technology are the high
electron-mobility transistor, the quantum-well laser and the double-harrier
resonant-tunneling diode. In the field of fundamental research, heterostructures have offered the possibility to produce high quality two-dimensional
electron gases in which phenomena occur which were not observed earlier in
ordinary three-dimensional semiconductors or metals. The most important
examples of such phenomena are the integer quantum Hall effect, discovered
by von I<litzing et al. [47], and the fractional quantum Hall effect, first observed by Tsui and coworkers [90]. (For reviews see e.g. [5] or [73].) Modem
lithographic technology permits the electrons in the two-dimensional gas to be
confined even further, such that e.g. one-dimensional electron channels can be
made (quantum wires) or even zero-dimensional electron systems (quantum
dots).
A heterostructure consists of a stack of different semiconducting material
Iayers, in which the transition from one material to the other is, usually, sharp
on an atomie scale, i.e. the transition occurs over distances of the order of a few
3
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Fig. 1.1: The atomie structure near Ga As/Al As heterostructure interfaces perpendicular to the [001] direction. The interface planes, in this case coindding
with As-planes, have been depieted in broken lines.

À (10- 10 m), as shown for instance in fig. 1.1 which depicts the atomie structure near Ga As/ Al As heterostructure interfaces. Electrons in a heterostructure
effectively feel a potential which, as a matter of course, is determin~d by the
choice of materials and the thickness of the layers. This potential profile may
additionally be altered by the indusion of acceptors or donors in the material
layers. In case that the thickness of a material layer is of the order of the de
Broglie wavelength of an electron (of the order of 10-6 m) the behaviour of
an electron in such a layer will be highly determined by quantum-mechanical
size effects. The reason that heterostructures have gained so much interest
in both device technology as well as in fundamental research can be traced
back to the various possibilities to artificially tailor, on a sub-micron scale, the
quantum-mechanical electron potential by choosing the constituent materials,
the thicknesses of the layers, and the doping profile.
The theory of electronic behaviour in heterostructures, apart from contributing to a better understanding of various device or research applications, is an
important subject of investigation in itself. In dealing with the calculation of
electronic properties of heterostructures one is faced with the problem that
translational symmetry is broken in the direction perpendicular to the interface planes, which exdudes the use of standard bandstructure calculation techniques. This problem may in a restricted number of cases be circumvented by
periodically repeating a 'super' unit cell (or supercell) containing two or more
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interfaces, like e.g. the structure depicted in fig. 1.1, thus restoring periodiclty
in all three dimensions. In fact one is then dealing with a superlattice consisting of an infinitely periodically repeated sequence of material layers. The
state of the art cakulations using this technique are the self-consistent supercell
cakulations using norm-conserving ab-initio pseudopotentials in which use is
made of the density-functional formalism in the local-density approximation
[7, 93, 41). Such cakulations give insight in the ground state properties of
heterostructures and yield e.g. charge-density distributions and offset values
between the valence-band edges of the involved material layers. For computational reasons this kind of calculation is limited to relatively small size unit
cells containing, say, 16 atoms at most. A serious drawback is that this type of
approach is not yet applicable to the description of excited state properties.
In order to describe properties of exclted electrons, important simplifications can be carried through if it is allowed to assume that each heterostructure
layer is, toa large extent, bulk like. Assuming the layers to be entirely bulk like,
which is known as the flat-band approximation, thus neglecting the potential
deviations which are always present in the near vicinity of the interfaces, one
can start by using standard band structure calculation methods, such as the
light-binding or the empirical-pseudopotential method, to cakulate electronic
wavefunctions inside each layer. These bulk-like wavefunctions are then to be
matched at heterostructure interfaces in order to obtain acceptable wavefunctions for the entire heterostructure. It should be realized that the above mentioned band-structure methods for the description of the bulk properties of the
involved material layers are all on a semi-empirica} level. They all make use of

certain adjustable parameters which are introduced to fit e.g. the obtained band
structures to experimentally obtained data, such as photo-luminescence spectra
and effective mass values. Since the band structures of the involved layer materials can all be carefully adjusted to experiment, the excited state properties
of the heterostructures, obtained by matching bulk-like wavefunctions, may
thus be expected to be described equally well, at least if properly determined
values for valence-band offsets are available. These offset parameters cannot
easily be derived from properties of the involved layer materials themselves,
but are obtained either from experiment or follow from selfconsistent supercell
calculations. The light-binding method bas successfully been used by, among
others, Osbourn & Smith [67), Schulman & Chang [20, 76] and Kiledjian et al.
[46]. The empirical-pseudopotential method is used by Marsh & Inkson [59],
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Brand & Hughes [14] and subsequent work [58, 43, 48, 49, 27, 39, 63, 30, 15] and
will also be subject in this thesis.
A frequently used approach for the calculation of the electronic and optica!
properties of heterostructures is the so called envelope-function or k ·~model
approach (see for instance [l, 9, 26, 40, 28, 78, 81, 94]). In this highly approximative method it is attempted to deal with the slowly varying envelopes of
electronic wavefunctions only, omitting details of the additional rapid microscopie variations. The main advantage of the envelope-function approach is
the simplicity of the method which makes it relatively easy to incorporate
effects of external potentials, magnetic fields, doping, charging effects etc..
Another strong point is that, by concentrating on small but relevant parts of
the involved bandstructures only, a relatively high accuracy can be reached
in accounting for these parts in the theoretica} description. There are, however, two serious drawbacks. The first one is the restriction to wavevectors
lying close to particular band extrema, i.e. to envelopes varying slowly over
unit-cell distances. Only if this restriction is made it is allowed to deal with
relatively simple envelope-function equations. The second drawback has to
do with the question of how to match envelope functions at heterostructure
interfaces. Whereas an electronic wavefunction as well as its first derivative
obviously have to be continuous at a heterostructure interface, this does not
imply that its slowly varying envelope (and the first derivative of the envelope
function) are also continuous at the abrupt interface. The problem of matching
envelope functions at heterostructure interfaces has been subject of several papers [l, 9, 28, 31, 44, 64, 72, 75, 78, 89, 94, 96], hut has not yet satisfactorily been
settled.
The main purpose of this thesis is to deal with the issue of matching electronic wavefunctions and envelope functions at heterostructure interfaces. To
this end we will develop in Chapter II an empirical-pseudopotential method
and match 'pseudo' wavefunctions exactly at heterostructure interfaces. In
doing so we restrict ourselves to lattice matched heterostructures, although in
principle an extension to non lattice-matched heterostructures is feasible. We
dispose of the effects of disturbing potentials, like external electric fields or potentials arising from doping profiles, as we want to concentrate on the specific
problem raised by the presence of sharp interfaces. Once we have obtained
a valid description of electron states in heterostructures in terms of pseudo
wavefunctions (Chapter III) we are in the position to calculate their envelopes
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and to find out what connection rules these envelopes apparently have to obey
(Chapters IV & V). With respect to the validity of this approach two important
questions may be asked: The first question is whether matching of the pseudo
wavefunction implies the correct matching of the real wavefunction. The second question is whether envelopes of pseudo wavefunctions can be considered
as envelopes of the real wavefunction as well.
To answer these questions il is necessary to recall some concepts of pseudopotential theory [35, 36, 38]. The pseudo wavefunction is, in a way, a slowly
varying envelope function of the real wavefunction itself. The relation between
the real wavefunction 11/J) and the pseudo wavefunction W') is given by
(1.1)
where N is a normalization constant and Ic) are the core-electron states, which
do not take part in the inter-atomie bonds. In between the atoms of a crystal the
real wavefunction varies smoothly and coincide, apart from the normalization
constant, with the pseudo wavefunction. In the core region of each atom
the pseudo wavefunction will smoothly envelope the rapidly varying real
wavefunction. Having this in mind it is already clear that an envelope of the
pseudo wavefunction also envelopes the real electronic wavefunction, which
answers the second question. To answer the first question we consider the
case of a GaAs/AlAs interface, perpendicular to the [001] crystallographic
direction (see fig. 1.1). Our matching of pseudo wavefunctions takes place
at interface planes, the positions of which have to be chosen properly. The
precise location of the interface, which in fig. 1.1 is chosen to coincide with Asplanes, is a problem to be dealt with in this thesis, but for the present purpose
of answering the first question there is no need to make a specific choice. It
could for instance be located in between the plane containing Ga atoms and
the plane containing As-atoms. But one could equally well choose the interface
plane to lie between the As-plane and the Al-plane, or through the plane in
which the As-atoms lie. Let us first say that the interface position is chosen
somewhere between the Ga-plane and the As-plane. In this region the pseudo
wavefunction and the real wavefunction coincide (apart from a normalisation
factor N) and therefore a continuous pseudo wavefunction ensures the real
wavefunction to be continuous also. The same argument, of course, applies
to the case in which the interface plane is in between the As-plane and the
Al-plane. If the interface plane almost or perfectly coincides with the As-
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plane (this interface position is depicted in fig. 1.1) there is again no problem
for those parts of this plane in between As-atoms. Inside the core regions of
the As atoms the difference between the pseudo wavefunction and the real
wavefunction is a linear combination of core orbitals (see eq. (1.1)), in which
the coefficients are integrals over the specific core orbital times the pseudo
wavefunction. In performing these integrals use can be made of the slow
variation of the pseudo wavefunction over the core region which allows one to
write the Taylor expansion

where RAs is the center of the As atom. The terms in the Taylor expansion
decrease typically with factor ao/ a, where a0 is the Bohr radius and a the lattice
constant. The values of (cil) and (clr'Jl) are typical for the As core orbitals
and specifically not typical for the involved material layers. As the pseudo
wavefunctions and their first derivatives are made continuous at the interface
by construction, the real wavefunction will be continuous inside the As core
regions also, at least if terms of the order .ç, 2<faP• and higher in (1.2) may be
neglected. Under the same conditions the first derivative of the real wavefunction will also be continuous in the As core region if the pseudo wavefunction
and its first derivative are.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter II we present the empiricalpseudopotential method adjusted to the calculation of electronic wavefunctions
in heterostructures. We consider lattice matched heterostructures only, i.e.
consisting of materials which have almost identical lattice constants. We make
use of the flat-band approximation in which the material layers are assumed
to be entirely bulk like. We introduce a criterium for an optimum choice of the
interface position which is based on selfconsistent supercell calculations. lt is
to be expected that deviations from the flat-band approximation picture will
be smallest if ·this choice is made. The properties of a single heterostructure
interface are described in terms of a scattering matrix, relating all possible
Bloch and evanescent waves incoming to the interface to all outgoing ones.
This enables us to treat heterostructures containing an arbitrary number of
interfaces, as the scattering at multiple interfaces is described in terms of the
subsequent scattering at every single interface.
In Chapter III we apply the empirical-pseudopotential method to a number of cases. These cases all concern GaAs/Al(Ga)As based heterostructures.
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The layer materials GaAs and Al( Ga )As have been chosen since these materials have almost identical lattice constants so that a GaAs/Al(Ga)As based
heterostructure is a perfect example of a lattice-matched heterostructure. Especially if the Al concentration in Al( Ga )As is not too high, the material layers
will be free of strain. For this reason high quality Ga As/Al( Ga )As heterostructures are easily manufactured [62] and most widely applied and investigated.
An important point in this connection is that for such heterostructures selfconsistent supercell cakulations have been performed, the results of which are
used in Chapter III in order to investigate the effects due to the difference between the selfconsistent heterostructure potential and the bulk potentials of the
corresponding materials near the interface. Such effects, if substantial, might
invalidate the flat-band approximation approach.
Chapter IV deals with the envelope-function theory for lattice-matched
heterostructures. The Luttinger-Kohn definition for the envelope function [54]
bas been used since it gives the most simple and direct relationship between
wavefunction and the envelope functions. This is in particular of importance
when trying to formulate boundary conditions for envelope functions. Furthermore, fora perfect bulkcrystal the Luttinger-Kohn envelope-function equations are closely related to the well known k·.P-equations (the Kane-modeJ [45]),
which are frequentJy used in bandstructure calculations. We derive the exact
Luttinger-Kohn envelope-function equations in which the disturbing potential
is of arbitrary shape. The obtained exact equations are spedalized to the case
of lattice-matched heterostructures and it is indicated how in a flat-band approximation scheme these equations, which turn out to be rather complicated,
can be used in a simple way.
Chapter V is devoted to the determination of the connection rules for envelope functions. The connection rules are formulated in terms of a transfer
matrix which relates the envelope functions and their first derivatives at the
right-hand side of an interface to the envelopes and first derivatives at the
left-hand side. The elements of the transfer matrix are cakulated using the
empirical-pseudopotential method as sketched in the Chapters II and m. This
is done for the GaAs/Al(Ga)As interface, but also fora quite different type of
interface, the lnAs/GaSbinterface.
In Chapter VI the thesis is concluded with an outlook in which possible future developments and applications of the empirical-pseudopotential method
and the envelope-function method are discussed.
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II

The empirical-pseudopotential
method
In this chapter the empirical-pseudopotential method (EPM) for the calculation
of electronic wavefunctions in lattice-matched heterostructures will be introduced. The EPM for lattice-matched heterostructures described here, is highly
similar to the one used by Brand & Hughes [14] or Marsh & Inkson [59], although there are notable differences in numerical implementation. In principle
the EPM is also suited for the description of lattice-mismatched heterostructures, like Si/Gebased heterostructures [39], but this will not be part of this
work.
We will first give a general introduction to lattice-matched heterostructures
in section 2.1. The flat-band approximation will be introduced in section 2.2
and the calculation of complex bandstructures of the heterostructure layers is
subject of section 2.3. In section 2.3.1 we will devote some special attention to
the inclusion of spin-orbit interaction in the empirical-pseudopotential method.
In order to obtain a better understanding of complex bandstructures we will
first give in section 2.3.2 the complex bandstructure for an empty lattice before
we deal with the complex bandstructure of GaAs in section 2.3.3. In section 2.4

11
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we will formulate the boundary conditions at an interface for electronic wavefunctions in terms of a scattering matrix (section 2.4.1). The scattering matrix
approach will be extended to the situation in which there are two interfaces in
section 2.4.2 and, finally, the most genera} case in which there is a large number
of interfaces will be considered (section 2.4.3).

2.1

Lattice-matched heterostructures

Lattice-matched heterostructures are composed of materials which have almost identical lattice constants, like for instance the important Ga As/ Al( Ga )As
based heterostructures, the lattice constants being a = 5.65À and a = 5.66À for
GaAs and Al As, respectively. Another example is a GaP /Si based heterostructure, with a = 5.44À for GaP and a = 5.43 À for Si, or lnAs/GaSb with
a = 6.04À and a = 6.12 À, respectively. An ideal lattice-matched heterojunction (a heterostructure with one interface) can be considered as to consist of
two semi-infinite bulkcrystals put together. Far away from the interface the
electrons feel a potential which is identical to the potential of a perfect bulkcrystal. Near the interface the electronic potentialis quite different from the bulk
potential as the superposition of atomie potentials in that region is composed
of atomie contributions from both material layers. Also the charge density will
be different, giving rise to a charge dipole and Hartree and exchange potential
contributions deviating from their bulkvalues. The electrons near the interface
will screen the deviations of the heterostructure potential from the bulk potential in the respective material layers and will rearrange, which will affect the
charge dipole at the interface. In principle, there may also be an additional
dipole contribution due to rearrangement of the atoms near the interface. For
lattice-matched heterostructures, however, such a rearrangement of the atoms
presumably is absent. The resulting picture is that only in a small region
near the interface the heterostructure potential appreciably deviates from the
bulkpotentials of the respective layer materials.
Due to the charge dipole at the interface the averaged electrostatic potential
level will be different at the two sides of the interface. The difference between
the averaged potentials in both material layers is an important physical quantity
since it determines the values of the valence and conduction-band offsets. The
electronic properties of the heterostructure are strongly related to these offset
values. There are strong indications that fora large class of heterostructures

2.1. Lattice-matched heterostructures

Picket et al.
Van de Walle & Martin
Baldereschi et al.
Sterne & Wang
Experiment Batey & Wright [10]
Perfetti et al. [70]
Chang & Esaki [18).

Theoretica!
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GaAs/ AlAs GaP/Si InAs/GaSb
0.25
0.37
0.38
0.61
0.48
0.77
0.55
0.80
0.51

Table 2.1: Valence-band offsets (in eV).
the potential lineup is a property of the involved bulk materials, and not
some property of the interface itself. Evidences in tb.is connection are the
independence of the band offsets of the interface oriëntation and the transitivity
rule. The Jatter states tb.at the valence-band offset !l.E: 8 between material
layers A and B obeys the rule !l.E:8 ~ aE:-0 + !::,.E~ 8 . Unfortunately, the
electrostatic potential lineup is difficult to calculate from bulkproperties alone.
This is due to the fact that the averaged potential is an ill defined quantity
for infinite bulkcrystals; it merely introduces a shift of the bandstructure as
a whole. Nevertheless tb.ere have been made several attempts to relate band
discontinuities to bulk properties. Some of these [86, 87] try to define some
reference level in a bulk material which should be aligned at the interface.
In other models it is attempted to calculate the averaged potential of a semiinfinite bulk solid, like in the model-solid approach of Van de Walle & Martin
[93], which is based on the superposition of neutral atomie spheres, or the
approach due to Baldereschi et al. [7], based on the superposition of WignerSeitz cells.
A, from a theoretica} point of view, principally safe approach to deal with
the aforementioned issues is to perform a selfconsistent supercell cakulation.
Such calculations have been performed e.gg. by Andreoni & Car [4], Picket et
al. [71], Van de Walle & Martin, Baldereschi et al. and Sterne & Wang [83].
The work of Andreoni & Car and Picket et al. is based on the use of empirica} pseudopotentials. In the work of Van de Walle & Martin and Baldereschi
et al. the more sophisticated ab-initio norm-conserving pseudopotentials are
used. These authors work in the local-density approximation (LDA), whereas
Sterne & Wang go beyond the LDA (see for instance also Zhu & Louie [97]).
In table (2.1) we have comprised the results of these authors for the previ-
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ously mentioned lattice-matched heterostructures, as well as a selected set of
experimental values. lt is observed, however, that the agreement is relatively
poor, not only between theory and experiment, but also between the various
theoretical approaches.
Ina selfconsistent supercell calculation the actual potential near the interface is calculated, induding screening effects. In order to gel an idea of the
deviations of this potential from the bulk potentials in the respective material
layers we have plotted in fig. 2.1 the most important 2D Fouriercoeffidents
of the difference between the selfconsistent heterostructure potential and the
selfconsistent bulk potential of the involved sublayer material fora GaAs /Al As
2 + 2 supercell along the [001] direction. This difference potentialis obtained
from the calculations performed by Van de Walle & Martin [93). These calculations use angular momentum dependent ionic pseudopotentials so that
the difference potential in principle will be non-local. However, the main
contribution to the difference potential comes from the Hartree and exchange
potentials which are or may taken to be local. As can be seen in fig. (2.1), the
difference potentials are only appreciably non-zero within one atomie Iayer
thickness from the interface. Note, howeve1~ that the strength of the difference potential near the interface may be appreciable and e.g. comparable to
the valence band offset value for this heterojunction. Supercell cakulations

2.2. Flat-band approximation
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involving a n + n supercell with n > 2 give essentially the same result. The
strong resemblance between the heterostructure potential and the appropriate
bulk potential within the bulk of the heterostructure layers naturally leads to
the flat-band approximation which is subject of the following section.

2.2

Flat-band approximation

We define the flat-band approximation (FBA) by approximating the potential
in each heterostructure layer by the potential of the corresponding perfect
bulkmaterial, and by using experimentally or theoretically obtained bandoffset
parameters in order to position the energy bands of neighbouring sublayers. In
view of the relatively large variations between theoretica} and experimentally
obtained band offsets, we will generally adopt the best known experimental
value. According to fig. 2.1, which gives a fair account of the kind of potential
deviations near an interface, the flat-band approximation neglects the effects
of the difference potential in small regions near the interfaces. In order to
minimize the deviations from FBA obtained results caused by the difference
potential, we propose to choose the position zo of the interface in the FBA
scheme by means of the criterion f ~Vg =ö(z - z0 )dz = 0, where ~Vg/z) is a
1
z-dependent 2D Fouriercoeffient of the above mentioned difference potential.
The reason for this choice lies in the expectation that electronic wavefunction
solutions for the heterostructure obtained within the FBA will minimally be
perturbed if the perturbing potential is "antisymmetric". We observe from
fig. 2.1 that zo almost precisely coincides with the As-plane for the case of a
Ga As/ Al As [001 ]-interface. As a matter of course, it will have to be investigated
whether FBA-obtained results for electronic behaviour can be trusted. Such
investigations are rather difficult, however, and are widely ignored. In section
3.4 we will pay some attention to this question.
In order to determine the electronic wavefunction solution inside a given
lattice-matched heterostructure in the FBA the procedure will then be as follows: Let j = 1, 2, ... number the various material layers in the heterostructure.
As there is translational symmetry in the direction parallel to the interfaces,
wavefunction solutions in the heterostructure at given energy E can be characterized by a parallel wavevector k11. We start by determining for each of the
involved layers j all possible wave-function solutions at given E and k11 for the
corresponding infinite bulk crystal. This can be done using standard complex-
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Fig. 2.2: Band lineup between two material layers
bandstructure calculation techniques, to be described in the next section. This
gives us a large number of wavefunction solutions t/;~· (f') of the Schrödinger
Il
equation for each layer material j

(2.1)
where s labels each individual wavefunction solution and where Hi = T +
Vi (r), with T the kinetic energy operator and Vi (f') a local energy-independent
crystal potential, for which we take a local empirical pseudopotential because
pseudopotentials are known to lead to a reasonably accurate bandstructure of
the involved semiconducting materials j [22, 6, 21]. An appropriately chosen
constant Ui is added in eq. (2.1) in order to account for the correct valence
and conduction-band offsets 6.Ev and 6.Ec between the material layers of
the heterostructure (see fig. 2.2). In eq. (2.1) we have neglected spin-orbit
interaction for reasons of simplicity. If necessary spin-orbit interaction can be
added. This will be the subject of section 2.3.1.
In principle, we have tofind all possible solutions of eq. (2.1) atgivenenergy
and k11 for each material layer of the heterostructure. The general solution t/;~ (f')
1
inside a layer of the heterostructure is a linear combination of all possible Bloch
or evanescentwavefunction solutions 1/J~8 (f'):
"'Il

(2.2)

The number of solutions in principle is infinite. In practice we will restrict
ourselves, however, to a finite number of solutions. Boundary conditions
at the interfaces and at z = ±oo, where z is the direction perpendicular to
the interfaces, determine the actual value of the respective constants ai• in
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the linear combination (2.2) and thus fix the wavefunction solution valid for
the entire heterostructure. The next section deals with the determination of
the respective functions ,Pi"(r). The boundary conditions at heterostructure
Il
interfaces are formulated in section 2.4.

2.3

Complex bandstructures

It is well known that solutions of eq. (2.1) valid fora given bulk crystal, which

has tht·ee-dimensional periodicity, can be written in the Bloch form. Introducing the three-dimensional wave vector k = (k11, kzê"), where ëz is the unitvector
in the z-direction, we may write these solutions

,P;;(ro
'J

= e•ió11·P'é"··"u ió 11 ,k. (r"' ''

(2.3)

where p = (x, y) and where u;;Il•k • ( f') has the crystal periodicity. In conventional
bandstructure cakulations the k"-value is real. However, the form (2.3) can
be generalized to include complex kz-values as well (k11 is real) [65, 50]. The
solutions with an imaginary part of kz correspond to the so-called evanescent
waves, which decay exponentially along the z-direction. For infinite bulkcrystals evanescent waves are prohibited since they are unbounded. However, in a
finite heterostructure layer evanescent waves are allowed, and generally play
an important role, e.g. in tunneling through a material layer acting as a harrier.
Expanding the uk~Il•k• ( r)-functions in plane waves

(2.4)
where Km are three-dimensional reciprocal-lattice vectors, and substitution of
the generalized Bloch function (2.3) in eq. (2.1) gives a matrix equation for the
cf k -coeffidents
Il• •

1 =0

}: [Hnm(k11,kz) + (Uj - E)6nm] c~ ,k,
m

(2.5)

with
(2.6)

where VEP(Kn - Km) is a Fourier coeffident of the empirica} crystal pseudopotential. For crystals with the zine-blende structure with assumed centralsymmetric atomie pseudopotentials VEP(Kn) is mostly written as

VEp(K) =cos (K · T) v (1KI) + i sin (K · T) v (IKI),
8

4

(2.7)
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where; = (1, 1, l)a/8 (the origin lies in between the two constituent atoms), a
is the lattice constant, and
V

8

(1KI) =

va(IKI)

! [v 1(IKI) + v2(IKI)],
! [v 1 (1KI) - v2(IKI)],

(2.8)

(2.9)

v1 and v2 being the pseudopotentials for crystals consisting of atoms of type 1
and 2, respectively.
The conventional procedure in bandstructure cakulations is to calculate
the energy eigenvalues of eq. (2.5) at given k11 and real ku which gives the
dispersion relation E( k11, kz). For the present purpose we have to calculate, at
given energy E and parallel wavevector k11, all possible complex kz-values, for
which eq. (2.5) can be satisfied. This inverse dispersion relationship kz(E, k11)
will be denoted as a kz-branch. All kz·branches which are solutions of eq. (2.5),
form the complete complex bandstructure of a bulk crystal of material j [37].
The Hamiltonian matrix H(kn, kz) is non-Hermitian for complex kz. It
does however have the properties Ht(k11, kz) = H(k1i. k;), which implies that
En(k11, k;) = E~(k11, k.). Time reversal symmetry can be shown to lead to the
property En(ku, -k;) = E~(ku, kz). Forrealenergies E wethereforealways find
the four solutions ku k;, -k; and -kz, some of which may coincide.
Following Chang & Schulman [19] equation (2.5) can be transformed into
an eigenvalue equation for the k.-values, by writing the matrix H +(Ui - E)I
as a polynomial in k 2 (I is the unit matrix)

In the case of empirica! pseudopotentials we find
H(O)
nm

(2.11)
(2.12)

nc2i
nm
Eq. (2.5) can then be rewritten as

(2.13)
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where ë is the column vector having the earlier introduced c,.,.(k11, k.i) as elements. The matrix involved in eq. (2.14) is non-Hermitian, so that the eigenvalues kz may be complex and the eigenfunctions uL (r) are not orthogonal.
"Il•"•
Note that ukIl•k • (r)-functions for real kz-values form an orthogonal subset of
the total set of non-orthogonal u" (r)-functions. In actual calculations the
"Il•"•
number of plane waves in the expansion (2.4) is limited to N, say. The number
of kz-eigenvalues of eq. (2.14) will then be equal to 2N. However, the number
of in-zone solutions (for which Re( k") E lBZ) will generally be smaller and
is given by 2M. In sections 2.3.2 and (2.3.3), in which we treat the complex
bandstructure of an empty lattice and a real bulk crystal, respectively, we will
come back to this point and show that the number M equals the number of
L

L

projections of the reciprocal-lattice vectors

Km on the xy-plane.

2.3.1 Spin-orbit interaction
The spin-orbit interaction is known among other things to lift the degeneracy
of the valence bands into a light-hole and a heavy-hole band and a spin-orbit
split-off band. The spin-orbit splitting is especially large for crystals consisting
of heavy atoms like HgTe or ZnSe. But also for GaAs or AlAs the spin-orbit
splitting is not negligibly. It is therefore dear that for an accurate calculation
of for instance quantum well bound states in the valence band regime, the
spin-orbit interaction must be induded.
The spin-orbit interaction is given by

-li2

H'o

= 4m2c2a. [vv(r) x ~,

(2.15)

where cis the speed of light, u", uy and Uz are the Pauli spin matrices and V(r)
is the one-electron crystal potential (note that V(r) is not the pseudopotential).
Weisz has shown that an effective description of spin-orbit splitting in the
empirical-pseudopotential method can be obtained by means of a parametrized
version of (2.15) [95].

H!~ = -iÜ • (fn X fm)

[A1 + (fn · fm)..\2) .

(2.16)

with fm = k+ Km. These are matrix elements between plane waves with either
spin up or spin down. The genera} pseudo wavefunction describing electron
states is now a spinor, which expanded in plane waves, can be written
\Il- (r)
k11,k•

= [ t/J~ll•k•(f')] = e'kH·Peik.·zE [ cl(~11ikz)] eigrr..'I".
wk!

Il•

k (r)
z

m

c;,(k11, k")

(2.17)
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The À1-terms are the contributions due top (l = 1) and d (l
2) core states
(see also the master thesis of Rene Ummels (91]). Equation (2.16) is only
approximate, since the À1 parameters should depend on 'ië, especially for large
'ië. The K-dependence can be taken into account by adding correction factors,
which for the Ài-term are given by Bioom & Bergstresser [12].
For heteropolar crystals, like GaAs, the spin-orbit coupling can, like the
pseudopotential (eq. (2.7)) be expressed in asymmetrie and a anti-symmetrie
part by substituting
À1 - Àj COS

((Kn - Km)· f) + ÎÀÎ sin ((Kn - Km)· T'),

(2.18)

with

! (.\fa + J.fs),

Àf
ÀÎ

= ! (>.fa -

(2.19)

.\fs).

(2.20)

Each matrix element in eq. (2.5) is now to be replaced by a 2 x 2 matrix. If we are
considering a N-plane wave cakulation the number of kz·solutions will now
be twice as large (4N) as for the case that the spin-orbit interaction is neglected.
Correspondingly the number of in-zone solutions will now be equal to 4M.
The Chang & Schulman scheme can straightforwardly be extended to incorporate the spin-orbit terms. We write the spin-orbit interaction as

(2.21)
where

si':l

=

-ii1. [Rnll x Kmll

Si~

=

-ii1 · [(Knll

+ Knn

x Kmzëz

+ Knzëz x Km11] ,

Km11) x ë"]

(2.22)
(2.23)

and
_\(O)

nm

_\(l)

nm
_\(2)

nm

=
=
=

+ À2Knll • Kmll + À2KnzKmz,
À2(Knz + Kmz},

(2.24)

À2.

(2.26)

Àt

(2.25)

Note that Si°,J. and Si!.{ elements are 2 x 2 matrices. The total Hamiltonian
matrix induding the spin-orbit term can then be written as

H(kn, k") + H80 (k11, kz) +(Ui - E)I =

n<0l(k11, E) + n<1>(k11)k" + n< 2>(k11)k; + n<3l(k11)k;,

(2.27)
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where I is the unit matrix and with
li 2 ...
... 2
.
2m
(k11 + Ku) + U'
[(
5(0)
+,\(O)
nm nm'

H(1)

=

H(2)

=
=

nm
nm

H(3)

nm

Ji2 2K

(2.29)

li2 c: I
'(2) s<oJ
2m 0 nm s +"nm nm'

(2.30)

,\ (2) 5(1)

(2.31)

2m

i:
I
\ (1) S(O) \ (0) 5(1)
m.11Unm '+"nm nm+ 11 nm nm•

nm nm'

where I, is a 2 x 2 unit matrix and each element H~{l (j = O, 1, 2, 3) is a 2 x 2
matrix in spin space. The eigenvalue equation for kz then becomes
I0
0J
00
[ -(H(3))-1 H(o) -(H(3l)-1 H(t) -(H(3))-t H(2)

][ë] = [ë]
kxê

kz

k;ë

kzë

. (2.32)

k;ë

Unfortunately, the H(3Lmatrix appears to have linear dependent columns,
so that it can not be inverted. Eq. (2.32) is therefore not the proper way
to formulate an eigenvalue equation for the kz-values. The problem can be
drcumvented by dividing both sides of eq. (2.27) by k;. This enables us to
write an eigenvalue equation for k; 1 rather then for k":

[

~

~

~

-(H(0))-1 H(ll -(H(o)r1 H(2) -(H(o))-1 H(3)

][k;ë]=k; [k;ë].
1

k;zë

k;Zë

(2.33)

The eigenvalues of eq. (2.33) are singular for kz = 0. However, this is only
the case at very distinct energies located predsely at the bandedges. But also
for kz-values close to zero eq. (2.33) may become numerlcally unstable. This
problem may be solved by rewriting it in the following form
O
0
[ -(HCOl)-1 H(l)

I
o
0
I
-(H(0))-1 H(2) -(H<o>)-1 H<3l

i-

l [

k;ë

kzë

ë

l [l
= k"

k;ë
kzë
ë

,

(2.34)

thus again obtaining an eigenvalue equation for the kz·values.
For materials for which there is no (like Si) or only a negligibly small (like
GaAs) contribution of the d-states to the spin-orbit interaction we have (or can
take) ,\ 2 = 0. Eq. (2.32) can then be simplified to the form given in (2.14), where
now each submatrix bas a dimension four times as large as in the case of no
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spin-orbit interaction, and in which
with À2;;;; 0.

n<0l, H(ll and n< 2J are given as in (2.31)

2.3.2 Empty-lattice case
Before we will turn to the complex bandstructure of a real crystal we first
consider the kz-solutions, at given ku and energy E, for the empty-lattice case.
The kz-solutions follow from the determinantal equation belonging to (2.5)
with V(r');;;; 0 (we also take U;;;; 0):

IIN

m=l

[ -

...

-

(k11+kze 11 +Km)

2

-2mE]
7

;;;;0,

(2.35)

where N counts the number of reciprocal-lattice vectors Kp. Eq. (2.35) is
a polynomial in k" of the order 2N, so there will be 2N k"-solutions. The
kz-solutions are given by (with Kp ;;;; Kpll + Kp,zêz)
(2.36)
Clearly each KPll component gives rise to a number of kz-values, two for each
Kp,z-value. These Kp,"-values are equidistantly distributed and count predsely
the number of Kp-vectors at given Kpll·
At most one Kp, 11 -value will be such that k11 + Re(kz)ë" E lBZ. If such a
kz-value exists we in fact have identified a proper solution kz, either belonging
toa true Bloch wave (k11 real} or a truly evanescent wave (k" complex), the other
kz-solutions merely differing by a redprocal-lattice vector. The possibility also
exists that no such k"-value exists at given Kpll· In that case it will always be
possible to reduce the members of the related set of vectors k11 + Re( k" )ëz to a
vector kn + K;n +Re( kz )ë" E lB Z, where Kill is one spedfic member of the set of
two-dimensional redprocal-lattice vectors Kpll· This shows that the number of
k"-values to be retained in the empty-lattice case is equal to twice the number of
Kp 11 -vectors, which equals 2M. All remaining 2N -2M k"-solutions are periodic
continuations of the k"-solutions which lie in the lBZ. In fig. (2.3) we have
plotted the kz-values as a function of energy for the empty-lattice case, at k11 ;;;; Ö
and with the z-axis along [001]. Onlysolutions with Re(kz) > 0 and Im(kz) < 0
have been depicted in the low energy part of the complex bandstructure. The
kz-values have been cakulated using 27 redprocal-lattice vectors Kp. These 27
Kp-vectors have 13 projections on the xy-plane, being K11 = (0, 0), K 11 = (±1, 0),
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Fig. 2.3: Complex bandstructure of an empty lattice for k11 = Ö, with z along
[001] and kz in units of27r/a. Only solutions with Re(kz) > 0 and Im(kz) < 0
are plotted. The kz-values denoted by the dotted line with Im(kz) # 0 have a
real part equal to 1. For each branch the number of degeneracies is indicated.
The parameter r refers to the square of the absolute value of the K11 related to
the respective kz-branch (see main text).

= (0, ±1), K11 = (±1, ±1), K11 = (±2, 0) and K11 = (0, ±2) (in units of 27r/a).
The .K11 -vectors can be characterized by the parameter 'Y which is equal to the
K11

square of the absolute value of a K11-vector (in units of (27r / a ) 2). For the above
K11-vectors r takes the values r = 0, 1, 2 and 4. At k11 = Öall K11-vectors which
have equal r give the same two kz-values (kz and -kz). We therefore find 6
groups of 4-fould degenerate kz-branches (corresponding to r = 1, 2, 4) and
two non-degenerate kz-branches (corresponding to 'Y = 0). For k11 # Ö, the
degeneracy, of course, is lifted. In fig. 2.3 only 13 solutions are depicted. The
other solutions with Re( kz) < 0 and Im( kz) > 0 can be obtained by reflection,
leading to the total of 26 solutions.

2.3.3

Complex bandstructure of GaAs.

We now argue that, on the basis of continuity, the above result concerning the
number of k,-solutions at given energy and k11 not only holds for the emptylattice case, but for a finite potential case as well. In figure (2.4) we have
plotted the low energy part of the complex bandstructure for a GaAs crystal
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cakulated with the use of empirica! pseudopotentials (without spin-orbit interaction induded), for k11 = Öand with the z-direction along [001]. Again only the
branches with Re( k") > 0 and Im( k") < 0 are depicted, each k"-branch being
indicated by a different linestyle. Also we have labeled groups of k"-branches
by the parameter 7 referring to the empty-lattice branches from which they
have evolved when turning on the potential. We see that by switching on the
potential the k"-branches are deformed, but that we still have 2 x 13 k"-branches
which form the complex bandstructure of GaAs.
Ata maximum of an energyband of the real bandstructure with band index
n 1 two different real valued kz-branches come together and proceed along
branches corresponding to (complex valued) k. and k;. The k. and k;-branches
come together again at the minimum of an energy band lying higher in energy
with index n2 (n2 > ni), thus connecting the energy bands with index n 1 and
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n 2 • Such a connection for instance exists between the light-hole band and the
conduction band, spanning the direct energygap at the f-point For GaAs there
also exists such a connection between the maximum of the first conduction band
at kz ~ 0.3 and the minimum of the 2rn1. conduction band at approximately the
same value. In fig. 2.4 only one branch of the two branches kz (solid line) and
k; (dash-dotted line) is depicted in the gap inbetween such extrema. So parts
of energy bands which have a different bandindex n are part of the same k"branch, if such a connection exists between both bands. Vice versa each energy
band of the normal bandstructure consists of several kz-branches. An energy
band at least consists of the real part of two kz-branches corresponding to kz
and -k" (from which only the positive part is depicted in fig. 2.4) but may also
be composed of more then two different k2 -branches. The iat conduction band
consists of the real part of four kz-branches (two of them are depicted in fig. (2.4)
by a solid and a dash-dotted line), the znd conduction band is formed by the
real part of six different kz-branches (the dash-dotted, solid and dash-double
dotted lines in fig. 2.4).
In the complex bandstructure an extremum of an energy band is in fact
a saddlepoint: a minimum of an energy band as a function of Re( kz) is a
maximum as a function of Im( k" ), and vice versa. lt can be shown that the
function E(k11 , k") is analytic in k" [13]. Therefore, the curvature of an energy
band at an extremum along the real axis in the complex kz·plane, given by
:: (where m* is the effective mass), is the same as the curvature along the
imaginary axis.
Fig. 2.4 shows that the lowest two conduction bands and the valence bands
are made up of the branches which originate from the empty-lattice branches
corresponding to the K11-vectors with 'Y ;;:; 0, 1. Therefore in a plane-wave
cakulation of electronic states in which the conduction and valence bands are
involved at least the three-dimensional reciprocal-lattice vectors Km having
projections .K11 with 'Y 0, 1 should be taken into account in order to treat these
bands accurately. lt is observed in fig. 2.4 that the branches characterized by
'Y = 4 are almost unaffected by the onset of the potential, so that they are almost
entirely empty lattice like. This is due to the fact that only a finite number of
plane waves has been used to calculate the complex bandstructure.
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2.4 Boundary conditions
We will now formulate the boundary conditions at an interface. These will be
expressed in terms of an S-matrix, describing the scattering of an electron at a
single interface. In addition the boundary conditions at the two interfaces of
a single harrier or a quantum well structure will be formulated in such a way,
that a numerically stable solution can easily be obtained. This will furthermore
be generalized to the case of multiple interfaces.

2.4.1 One interface
Using translational symmetry in the xy-directions the general wavefunction in
a heterostructure layer can be written

(2.37)
where i?11 are two-dimensional reciprocal-lattice vectors (note that the above N
plane waves lead to M two-dimensional reciprocal-lattice vectors K11)· On the
other hand we have seen in the preceding section that a calculation using N
plane waves leads to (without spin-orbit înteraction) 2M k! 8 -solutions for each
materîal layer j. Therefore the genera} wavefunction inside a heterostructure
layer is given by
(2.38)
where ,,p?• (r) is given by

nu

(2.39)
Expanding the functions ur ".(r) as
"Il•""

(2.40)
eq. (2.39) can be written in the form (2.37) as
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Combining (2.38), (2.41) and (2.37) we see that the z-dependent Fourier components v~ ". (z) are given by
"'11•"'11

2M

vkj g

( ) _ ~

Il• H

z - L,, a js vkis K ( z ) ,
8

(2.42)

Il• Il

The boundary conditions to be imposed on the wavefunction (2.37) follow from demanding v~ i? (z) and its first derivative to be continuous at the
Il• 1

interface (located at zo) for all involved M K11-vectors
(2.43)

and
(2.44)

By demanding M 2D Fourier coefficients v~ ". (z) and their first derivatives
"ll•l'\11
to be continuous at the interface we have accomplished that the wavefunction
(2.37) and its first derivative is continuous at every xy-point of the interface. If
we consider two layers only, there are 2M additional boundary conditions at
z = ±oo, such that the total number of 4M conditions is sufficient to fix both
the 2M constants ai• and the 2M constants a,i+t.•. In case of more than one
interface it is obvious that repeated use of the boundary conditions (2.43) and
(2.44) will fix the constants a,is for all involved layers.
lt is convenient to write eq. (243) and eq. (244) in matrix notation
(2.45)

The Di(z0 )-matrices are 2M x 2M matrices, the elements of which follow in
an obvious way from eqs (2.43) and (2.44). In order to obtain an S-matrix
description we first rewrite eq. (2.45) in the form
[ Di·-(zo) Di·-(zo) ] [

~i·a'·-

i

= [ fliH-(zo)

Di+ 1·-(zo) ] [

~~+1.~ ]

o:'+i.-

,

(2.46)

where the right (left) arrow stands for Bloch/ evanescent waves which
travel/decay to the right (left). The Di·-(zo) and Di·-(zo) are 2M x M matrices. We subsequently rewrite eq. (246) as
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= [ -Di·-(zo)

Di+l.-(zo)] [

&7:·;_],

(2.47)

where all outgoing channels (transmitted and reflected) are placed at the LHS,
and all incident channels at the RHS, so

Dout(zo)ä°"t = Din(zo)&in.

(2.48)

The S-matrix is now defined as

s := (Dou1r1 Din,

(2.49)

so that all outgoing channels are related to the incoming channels by

(2.50)
We may e.g. choose one incoming channel (for instance an incoming electron) corresponding to an (iin vector with zero components except for one
o:i 8 -coefficient (corresponding to the incoming electron) which is equal to 1.
The outgoing channels are then given by a row of the 5-matrix.
In the case that spin-orbit interaction is included all v~8 g (z) functions become spinors Vt° K (z)
Il• tl

8

= [v~Il•îgIl (z), v~s!K
(z)]î.
Il• Il

11• Il

Instead of 2M kz-solutions, we

find 4M kz-solutions. The Di- and D 001 -matrices now become 4M x 4M matrices, reflecting continuity of both the spin-up and the spin-down coinponents
of the wavefunction.
The S-matrix as defined above is different from the usual definition of
the scattering matrix in scattering theory, where the scattering matrix relates
the asymptotic wavefunction for time t = -oo with the wavefunction for
time t = +oo. These asymptotic wavefunctions correspond in our case to the
in- and outgoing channels far from the interface. Far from the interface the
evanescent states are absent, but in the above definition of the S-matrix all
evanescent waves are included. Furthermore the submatrix of S relating o:i 8 coefficients corresponding to traveling Bloch waves only, is not unitary. Note
however that the current density probability averaged over the xy-plane (which
is constant as a function of z, see appendix A) is conserved at the interface by
construction since both the wavefunction and its first derivative are continuous
at the interface.

2.4.2 Two interfaces
In order to deal with the situation with two interfaces, separated by a distance
W, we have to take special care to avoid numerical problems. As was already
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Fig. 2.5: Scattered waves at two interfaces

reported by Brand & Hughes [14) and Ko & Inkson [48), evanescent waves,
corresponding to complex k"-values with a large imaginary part may even for
relatively small harriers lead to numerical problems. This problem is solved
by either applying some numerical truncation scheme (Brand & Hughes) or
a scattering matrix approach (Ko & lnkson). Here an altemative approach is
presented, also based on scattering matrices. We will consider the case of an
electron tunneling through a harrier. However, the same formalism can be
used to describe the electronic states of a quantum well.
The tunneling of an electron through a barrier is in fact the subsequent
scattering of an electron at two interfaces. We therefore again have to deal
with incoming and outgoing channels at each interface. In order to avoid
manipulation with large numbers we consider the waves in the barrier which
are travelling/ decaying to the right as outgoing from the first interface (coming
from the left), and waves travelling/ decaying to the left as outgoing from the
second interface (see fig. 2.5). Their amplitudes at the other interface are
then either of similar magnitude (travelling waves) or are smaller (decaying
waves). If the two interface positions are at zo and zo+ W, we then suppress
the occurrence of large numbers by altemately choosing the zero of the z-axis
in zo or zo+ W, which leads to the following boundary conditions at the first
interface:

and at the second interface
Di+ 1·-(W)ai+t,- + Di+ 1·-(0)äi+1.-

= Di+2•... (0)äi+ 2. - + Di+2.+-(0)äi+2.-.
(2.52)
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We rewrite this as
-Di.-(0) Di+l,-+(O)
Di+l.-(-W)
0
[
-Di+l·-(W) -Di+l·-(0) Di+ 2·-(0)
0

l

&H1.&H1.Qi+2,-

(2.53)
or
(2.54)
where n°u1 is a 4M x 4M matrix, and Din is a 4M x 2M matrix. The scattering
matrix for a tunneling problem is then again defined as in eq. (2.50), so
S = (Dou1r1 Din.

(2.55)

The S-matrix for the tunneling problem is now a 4M x 2M matrix, since also
the äi+t,- and &i+I,- -coefficients in the barrier, as well as all coefficients of
the reflected and transmitted channels are related to the incoming vector äin.
The matrix elements of D0 u1 are either of order unity, exponentially small or
zero. Furthermore there are always matrix elements of order unity on every
row or column of D 001 , implying that inversion of D 0 u1 does not give numerical
problems (except at singularities of the S-matrix as discussed below). The
fact that some matrix elements become exponentially small is a manifestation
of the vanishing contribution of an evanescent wave to the matching of the
wavefunction at an opposite interface.
Instead of performing the full inversion procedure required for the calculation of the full S-matrix (eq. (2.55)) one may alternatively choose a procedure
in which the elements of the & 0 -vector in eq. (2.54) are chosen to be all zero,
except for one particular incoming wave. It is then numerically easy to solve
the set of linear equations given by eq. (2.54), which gives a row of the S-matrix.
The above sketched method can also be adopted to treat the quantumwell problem. ·The incoming channel then corresponds to an evanescent wave
decaying towards an interface. Bound states are obtained at energies for which
det(D001 ) = 0 or, alternatively, for which det(S) has a pole.

2.4.3 Multiple interfaces
The scattering matrix approach can straightforwardly be extended to an arbitrary number of interfaces. The D0 u1-matrix for such a structure is given
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by

-n1·-(0)

o
0

nz,-(o) n 2·-(-W2)
0
0
0
0
-n2·-(W2) -n2·-(0) D 3·-(0) D3·-( -W3) 0
0
0
0
-D 3·-(W3) -D3·-(0) D 4·-(0) D 4·-(-W4)-" '

(2.56)
where Wj is the width of layer j. The n°u1 matrix for a structure with Ni
interfaces is a (2M Ni) x (2M Ni) matrix. The vector &out has 2M Ni elements
and is 0...
oiven by &out = [a 1·- , •• ' ai·- , ai·- ' ai+1.- ' aH 1.- , •• 1' aN;+l,-J . The
matrix Din is given by
~

D 1·-(0)
0

0
0

Dïn

(2.57)
0
0

0
-DN;+t,-(0)

whkh is a 2MNi x 2M matrix. The vector ä_in again is given by &in =
(a1·-, aN•+ 1·-J. The S-matrix fora heterostructure with N, interfaces becomes
a ( 2M N;) x 2M matrix, relating the a-coeffidents of the scattered waves in the
ist and the ( N; + 1 layer as well as all a-coeffidents in the intermediate layers
to the a-coeffidents of the incoming channels.
From a computational point of view the number of interfaces, which determines the size of nout, will be restricted by the memory storage capacity of the
computer. However, if the matrix D 001 can be loaded into the memory of the
computer, there are standard procedures available which are able to solve eq.
(2.54) quickly.

r
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111

Application of the
empirical-pseudopotential method.
Thls chapter will be concerned with the application of the EPM toa number
of cases. We will first treat the scattering of an electron at a single GaAs/AlAs
interface in section 3.1. In these calculations certain singularities oc~ the
origin of whlch is discussed in section 3.1.1. A subtlety in the shape of the
bandstructure near the X -point minimum of the conduction band of GaAs and
Al As is subject of section 3.1.2. In section 3.2 we will calculate tunneling amplitudes of electrons through GaAs /Al (Ga )As single barrier systems. Section (3.3)
is devoted to the calculation of quantum-well bound states. This will be done
in section 3.3.1 without the inclusion of spin-orbit interaction before we take
spin-orbit effects into account in section 3.3.2. The latter is necessary for the
calculation of confinement energy spectra in GaAs/Al(Ga)As quantum wells
(section 3.3.3). We will conclude the chapter with section 3.5 where we valuate
the EPM method for the calculation of electronic properties of heterostructures.
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3.1 Scattering of an electron at a GaAs / AlAs interface.
In this section we report on scattering calculations fora single GaAs/AlAs
interface. The complex bandstructures of the materials GaAs and AlAs have
been calculated using the pseudopotential formfactors as given by Baldereschi
et al. [6]. Values for bandsplittings and effective masses as obtained with
these parameters are summarized in table 3.1. The Ui-constants in eq. (2.1}
are taken such that the valence band offset is equal to 35% of the difference
in the bandgap of GaAs and AlAs. We have used 59 plane waves in our
calculation leading to 42 k..,-solutions (M=21). In order to avoid numerical
problems caused by degeneracies which occur at ku = Öwe have taken k11 = t
with t = (0.0053, 0.0013)~11". In fig. 3.1 we have plotted the positive real and
negative imaginary part of the obtained k"-solutions (with z along {001]) as a
function of energy (compare with fig. 2.4). In order to follow the branches with
a real part in the vicinity of the X -point continuously as a function of energy, the
lBZ in the k"-direction is chosen to lie between Z: and ~. For the incident wave
we have chosen the channel in GaAs, corresponding toa light-hole for energies
in the valence-band regime, and an electron for energies in the conduction-band
regime, respectively. For energies lying in the energy gap of Ga As we choose as
incoming channel the evanescent state corresponding to the branch connecting
the light-hole band with the conduction band. In a heterostructure with a
single interface this channel would of course be prolu'bited, as it is evanescent
towards the interface, hut in configurations with multiple interfaces it can be
allowed. In order to obtain an impression of the relevance of the 21 outgoing
channels in GaAs as well as the 21 ones for AlAs we have plotted in fig.
3.2a the maximum value which each of the 42 a:Ui-coeffidents assumes in the
considered energy interval. The actual a~"'t-values at one given energy may
of course be quite different from those in fig. 3.2a but as intuitively expected,
the reflected and transmitted light-hole/ electron are most important, but also
the heavy-holes and, to a smaller amount, the solutions with a real part of
k11 close to the X-point may play a significant role. Also certain evanescent
states, like the channels with numbers 7 to 11, are not entirely negligible. The
absolute value of the most important a~"t-coeffidents is plotted as a function
of energy in fig. 3.2b, 3.2c and 3.2d. The most striking features are the peaks in
the a""t-coefficients, corresponding to the light-hole (fig. 3.2b) and in one of the
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3.1: Complex bandstructures of GaAs and AlAs along [001], with

= (0.0053, 0.0013) (in

units of 2; ). The zero of energy corresponds to the
conduction-band minimum of GaAs. The valence-band offset between both
bandstructures is equal to 35 % of the bandgap difference. The positive real
part of the kz-values is plotted at the right of the zero axis, the negative imagina1y part is plotted at the left of the zero axis. Purely real kz-values are denoted
by solid lines, purely imaginary kz-values by broken lines, and complex kzvalues by dotted lines. The complex kz-values which have a real part slightly
deviating Erom 211' / a correspond to the branches which are connected to the
X -minima of the first and second conduction band.
k11

59PW

27PW
Egap

(eV)

m:i/mo

Literature
Ga As Al As

Ga As

Al As

Ga As

Al As

1.49 (1.38)

2.98 (2.89)

1.53 (1.42)

3.04 (2.95)

1.4241

2.95 2

0.0787

0.1436

0.0793

0.1444

0.0671

0.15 3

Table 3.1: Direct bandgap and electron effective mass as obtained with the
formfactors given by Baldereschi et al. . Between brackets are the bandgaps
corrected for spin-orbit splittings. The values given in the literature are taken
Erom Casey and Panish1 [17], Onton 2 [66] and Stukel and Euwema3 [84].
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Fig. 3.2: In a) the maximum of the absolute value of the a 0 "t -coeffidents is
given for each outgoing channel in the range -2.5 eV to 1.0 e V. Channel number
1 corresponds to the light hole/electron, numbers 2 and 3 correspond to the
heavy holes and the numbers above 11 correspond to states for which the real
part is close to 2; . The numbers 12 and 13 correspond, more spedfically, to
branches which are connected to the X -minima of the first and second conducäon band, respectively. The absolute value of the a-coeffidents are plotted
as a lunction of energy for the light-hole/electron in b) (where the solid line
corresponds to the reflected light-hole/electron in GaAs and the dashed line
to the transmitted light-hole/electron in AlAs), for the heavy holes in c) (solid
and dashed in GaAs, dotted and long-short dashed in AlAs). In d) the solid
and dashed line correspond to the channels 12 and 13 in GaAs, respectively.
The dotted and long-short dashed line correspond to these branches in AlAs.
The pictures an refer to k11 = ë = (0.0053, 0.0013) 2a".
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two heavy-hole kz·branches (fig. 3.2c), at energies just above the valence-band
edges of AlAs and GaAs. At the corresponding energies the absolute value of
the determinant of D 0 " 1 shows sharp dips. The precise energy position of these
dips has been detennined by searching for the minimum of the determinant
of D 0 ut. (Detennining the position to an accuracy of six digits leads to peak
values of about 370; note that the peak values displayed in fig.3.2b and 3.2c
do not show this behaviour due to the poor resolution in these figures.) The
origin of these peaks in the amplitude of the o:-coefficients of the light-hole and
heavy-hole channels will be discussed in the following section (3.1.1).
Fig. 3.2d shows that, especially at energies in the conduction-band regime,
the kz-branches which are connected to the X-minima of the first and second
conduction band have o:-coefficients which may become as large as 40% of
the value of the o:-coefficients corresponding to the transmitted or reflected
electron. Since these states, with a real part of k" close to the X-point, play
a non-negligible role in the interface matching problem it may be of interest
to calculate the complex bandstructure around the X-point more accurately.
Although a suffidently large number of plane waves will ultimately lead to
an accurate bandstructure around the X-point, amore rapid approach is to
calculate the complex bandstructure around the X -point separately, using sets
of reciprocal-lattice vectors which lie in shells around the X -pomt. The position
of the conduction-band minimum at the X-point with respect to the minimum
at the r-point is then taken from experimentally obtained values [17). In table
(3.2) we have summarized the values of the energy difference between the
position of the conduction-band X-minimum and the r -minimum. Note that
their relative position is not reproduced very accurately within the EPM if
only one set of reciprocal-lattice vectors is used. This is another argument in
favor of separate bandstructure cakulations around r and X. In fig. 3.3 we
again plotted the important lo:out 1-coefficients for the scattering of a light hole
or electron at the GaAs/AIAs interface, where now the states with a real part

E; - Ef

27PW
GaAs AlAs
(eV) 0.37 -0.73

59PW
GaAs AlAs
0.22 -0.96

Literature
Ga As Al As
0.461 -0.865

Table 3.2: Difference between the minimwn of the conduction band at the X point and the r -point. The values from the literature are taken Erom Casey and
Panish [17).
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Fig. 3.3: The same as fig. 3.2b and 3.2d, but now ku = 'f/10, while the k"solutions with a real part close to the X -point have been calculated separately.
Note they-axis break in b).
of kz lying close to the r or X -point are cakulated separately. Furthermore
the value of k11 has been reduced to f"/10. It is observed that the peaks of the
light-hole scattering amplitudes have disappeared. The scattering amplitudes
for the heavy holes have even not been depicted in fig. 3.3 since they .appear to
be negligibly small. Both phenomena are closely related, as will be explained
in the next section (3.1.1) and are both due to the reduction of ku to 'f/10:
Using only one basis set of reciprocal-lattice vectors and taking k11 = f"/10 also
causes the peaks in the light-hole and heavy-hole a-coefficients to disappear.
Disregarding the resonant peaks which occur in fig. 3.2b both the scattering
and transmission amplitudes for the light-hole/ electron channel in fig. 3.3b
appear to be the same as for the case where we did not calculate the kz-solutions
near the X-point separately.
In fig. 3.3b it is, howeve1~ striking that the absolute value of the a-coefficients
corresponding to the kz-branches connected at the X-point minima of the first
two conduction bands in GaA8 now show two sharp peaks located at energies
in the valence and conduction-band regime, contrary to the behaviour in fig.
3.2d. Also in AlAs these a-coefficients show this behaviour. These peaks
appear to have the same origin as the previously encountered resonances in
the light-hole and heavy-hole channels. They will therefore also be discussed
in the next section 3.1.1. Skipping for the moment these peaks it can be seen
in fig. 3.3b that the amplitudes of the a-coefficients corresponding to the states
related to the X -point show roughly the same behaviour as compared to the
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Fig. 3.4: Heavy hole and light-hole kz-solutions near the valence-band maximum of Al As at a) k11 = (5.3, 1.3) · 10- 3 and b) k11 = (5.3, 1.3) · 10-4 (in units of
2
; ). The arrow indicates the point where the lhl and hh2 kz-branches coindde.
In b) the hhl and hh2-branch cannot be distinguished from each other.
previous calculation.

3.1.1

Resonances?

In the preceding section we have seen that the absolute value of some acoefficients shows peak behaviour, which in view of the sharp dips in the
determinant of nout could possibly be related to the occurrence of a resonant
state, which for this case would be an interface state [25]. lt is important for
the following to realize that there are always two a-coefficients which peak
simultaneously: The peaks occurred in the two a-coefficients corresponding to
the light hole (fig. 3.2b) and a heavy hole (fig. 3.2c) but also in the a-coefficients
in GaAs related to the two kz-branches connected at the X-minima of the first
and second conduction bands (fig. 3.3b). The latter peaks were only obtained
if the cakulation of such X-related states was sufficiently accurate. We will
show in this section that all the above mentioned peaks have a similar origin.
More importantly we will show that the effect of the two involved channels
on the final wavefunction is in fact negligible, instead of leading to some kind
of resonant state. This is caused by the fact that the contributions of the two
channels appear to cancel each other.
In order to elucidate this we have plotted in fig. 3.4 an enlarged picture of the
complex band structure near the valence-band edge of Al As, in which only the
heavy and light-hole kz-solutions are depicted, labeled with the index lh, hhl
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and hh2, respectively. The hh2-band has a maximum shifted slightly inside the
Brillouin zone (aso called camel's back) and is connected through the complex
k,-plane with the lh-band. At the two maxima of the camel's back, of which
only one is depicted in fig. 3.4, four kz-branches exist, corresponding to kz,
-k;, -k" and k;. Two of these branches correspond to outgoing channels (say
kz and -k;), the other two being incoming channels. We focus our attention
to the two outgoing channels, the o:-coefficients of which being the ones which
show peak behaviour. With increasing energy, starting from the maximum of
the camel's back, the real part of the complex kz-solutions goes to zero. At
the point where the real part becomes zero, marked with an arrow in fig. 3.4,
the two solutions kz and -k; come together and merge into one state. Going
further up in energy the imaginary part of the kz-solutions splits up in two
branches, denoted by lh and hh2 in fig. 3.4. Since the two kz-solutions are
identical at the merging point the wavefunction 1/J" k ( r') will become the same
"Il• •
for the two kz-solutions as well. As a result the two columns of the D 0 ut_
matrix corresponding to these solutions k" and -k; will be identical so that the
determinant of nout will be zero, corresponding with a pole in the S-matrix. In
relation to this we find at that point (marked with an arrow in fig. 3.4) absolute
values for the two o:-coefficients which are equal and infinitely large. However,
the difference between the phases of these o:-coefficients appears to be (within
numerical accuracy) equal to 7r at the point where the two kz-branches merge.
In other words, for the two coinciding solutions k;h and k:h'2 we have in fact
o: 1h ~ -o:hhi (due to numerical inaccuracy it is not resolved whether the two
o:-coefficients become exactly opposite equal to each other). Therefore, the
sum of the contributions of the two channels to the final wavefunction, given
by o:1h'l/Jlé kih(r') + o:hh'21jJlé khi.2(r') ~ (o: 1h - o:1h)tPJ: 1c1i.(f'), vanishes. Àt energies
Il• z
H• •
Il• •
close to the peaks the amplitudes of the a-coefficients are still very large, but
a 1h is still approximately equal to -o:hh'2 and tPJ: 1cii.(r') ~ îfJJ: i.:i.i.2(f') so that the
Il• •
Il• •
total contribution to the scattering state of the two nearly coinciding states
will be small. ·So although it seems, from looking at the amplitude of a single
a-coefficient, that near the peak position the channels corresponding to the lh
or the hh2 kz-branches are dominating, they actually cancel each other.
At k11 = f'/10 the valence-band structure consists of three separate branches
(see fig. 3.4). Since there are now no outgoing k,-solutions which coincide there
will be no peaks either, which explains the disappearance of the peaks in both
the light-hole and heavy-hole channels for this value of k11.
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Fig. 3.5: As fig. 3.1, but now the kz-solutions with a real part close to the Xpoint have been calculated separately. Only the first two conduction-band and
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where two k"-branches coindde. Note that the minimum at the X-point lies
lor both materials predsely at 2; .

The peaks in the a:-coefficients for the X-point related channels (fig. 3.3b)
can be explained similarly. In fig. 3.5 the k"-solutions corresponding to the
light-hole and conduction-band electrons around the f-point as well as the
k_.-branches which are connected at the X-point minima of the first and second
conduction bands are depicted for GaAs and AlAs. Again we see fork like
structures in the imaginary part of the kz-branches connected to the X-point
minima. At the points marked with the arrows two kz-branches merge into
a single point, resulting in peaks in the a:-coefficients corresponding to these
X-point kz-solutions. Again there are always two channels showing peak
behaviour, the contributions of which to the final wavefunction cancel each
other.
Due to the occurrence of the above mentioned peaks, associated with points
where two k_.-branches corresponding to outgoing channels coincide, we have
to be cautious in the interpretation of the pictures in which the absolute values of the a:-coefficients are given. These pictures suggest that some channels
become dominating, whereas they actually are of no importance. The representation of the wavefunction solution in terms of absolute values of individual
a-coefficients is therefore sometimes misleading. The final wavefunction, however, is always cakulated accurately.
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3.1.2 Camel's Back

At this point it is noteworthy to mention the fact that the X-minimum of the
first conduction band of GaAs or AlAs lies precisely at the X-point. In our
bandstructure calculations in which we use pseudopotential parameters of
Baldereschi et al. we do not observe a camel' s back structure in the real band
structure around the X-point [11, 32]. However, depending on the precise value
of these parameters such a camel' s back structure can be produced, leading toa
minimum in the real conduction band around X, which is then shifted slightly
inside the lBZ. As can be seen in fig. 3.5 the real part of the complex kzbranch connected to the X-minimum becomes equal to 2; at energies below
the minimum in GaAs. In AlAs the real part of this branch becomes equal to
2
; precisely at the X-minimum. Note, however, that the precise shape of the
X-minimum may be of importance for the value of the a-coefficients of the
X -valley electrons at energies close to the X -minima.
The appearance of the camel's back structure is closely related to the value
of the energy separation 6.E; between the first and second conduction bands at
the X -point. The value of 6.E; can easily be changed in the EPM by adjusting
the va(3) and va( 4) pseudopotential formfactors. lf this gap is small there is a
camel's back so that the effective mass of the first conduction band at the Xpoint is negative, if 6.E; is large there is no camel' s back resulting in a positive
effective mass at the X-point. Ata certain critical value of 6.E:; the sign of the
effective mass at the X-point flips between positive and negative. This critica}
value of 6.E; as obtained within the EPM is approximately equal to 0.35 eV
for GaAs and 0.31 eV for Al As. Using the formfactors given by Baldereschi et
al. we find for GaAs that 6.E; = 0.61 eV and for AlAs 6.E; = 0.37 eV. The
latter value is in good agreement with the experimental value of 0.35 eV [66].
This value of 6.E; for Al As is rather close to the critical value below which a
camel' s back structure arises: therefore a slight decrease of the pseudopotential
formfactors va(3) and/or va(4) leads toa camel's back structure in AlAs. For
GaAs the calculated 6.E; lies well above the critica} value. However, this
value is larger then the experimentally observed gap 6.E:; for GaAs, which is
approximately equal to the critical value of 6.E;. So for a real GaAs crystal it
is uncertain whether or not there will be a camel' s back.

3.2. Tunneling through a single Al(Ga)As harrier.

3.2
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Tunneling through a single Al (Ga )As harrier.

Having dealt with the situation of a heterostructure with one interface only,
we are now ready to deal with a heterostructure consisting of three material
layers, separated by two interfaces.
We consider a GaAs / Al"Ga 1_"As /Ga As single harrier structure, with x = 1
and x = 0.3. The bandstructure of Alo.3Gao.1As is calculated using the virtualcrystal approximation [68]. The x = 1 case is particularly interesting, since
AlAs is an indirect semiconductor. The situation is such that the AlAs-layer
acts as a harrier for r-electrons, whereas the X-electrons see the AlAs-layer
as if it were a potential well (see fig. 3.6) At the interface there will be a
56.6Á
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Fig. 3.6: Schematic drawing of the position of the minimum of the first
conduction band at the r (E~) and X -point (E~ 1 ) as a function of z for a
GaAs/Al"Ga 1_"As/GaAs singlebarrierstrueturewithx = 1andx=0.3. Also
the minimum of the second conduction band at the X -point (E~3 ) is traced as
a function of z.

coupling between rand X-electrons, as we have seen in section (3.1), so the
X-valley assisted transmission of a r-electron through the AlAs-layer may
play an important role. Therefore, the bandstructure around the X-point is
again calculated separately. We consider a tunneling structure with a harrier
thickness of 20 monolayers which is equal to 56.6 À. Corresponding to the 27 / 32
plane-wave basis set (27 r -point centered and 32 X -point centered reciprocal
lattice vectors), there are 13 K11-vectors, which leads to 26 kz-solutions which
can be taken into account. However, in dealing with the connection problems
at the two interfaces we have the option to reduce the number Sof kz-solutions
to be taken into account by simultaneously reducing the number M' of K11vectors, such that S = 2M'. Since the K11-vectors are arranged in shells, it is
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Fig. 3.7: a) The absolute value of the amplitude O:t of the transmitted r-electron
through an AlAs barrier in a GaAs crystal, calculated using 13 (solid line), 5
(dashed line), 1 (dotted line) K11-veetors. Using 9 .K11 -vectors gives the same
result as 13 Ku-veetors. The same has been depicted fora Al0•3Ga0•3 As barrier
in b). Here the curves corresponding to 13, 9 and 5 Ku-vectors coindde.

quite natura} to choose the number M' to be equal to 13 (i.e. taking them all
into account) or equal to the reduced values 9, 5 or 1, respectively. ·For these
four values of M' we have calculated for an incoming f-electron the amplitude
of the Bloch-function, corresponding to the transmitted f-electron, which we
denote by O:t. Note that for each of the above four sets of .K, 1-vectors the
appropriate k~-solutions have been taken into account, following from the full
27 / 32 plane-wave basis set calculation. The absolute value of the O:t-coeffident
for x
1, as obtained for all these cases, is plotted in fig. 3.7a as a function
of energy. What is particularly striking is the large number of resonances in
the transmission amplitude of the r-electron. These resonances are related to
bound states of the X -electrons in the quantum well, formed by the X-valley
band edges of GaAs and Al As. Such results where already obtained earlier by
Ko & Inkson (1988) [48). They have pointed out that the shape of the resonances
may be explained by the Fano-theory [29, 57), which describes the behaviour of
a resonance coupled toa continuum of scattering modes. Here the continuum
consists of the scattered r-electron states and the coupling between X-related
states and the f-electrons is established at the interface. Clearly the correct ac
coefficient, as obtained by taking the full number of 13 Ku-vectors into account,
is already obtained if only 9 K11-vectors are used. Also 5 K11-vectors already
leads to very reasonable results. This rapid convergence is due to the fact that
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the contribution of evanescent states with a relatively large imaginary part of
kz is relatively unimportant. These are the ones that are accounted for if 9
K11-vectors or more are used. Using only one K11-vector for the cakulation of
the nt-coefficient, fails dramatically. This can be understood by realizing that
the conduction band is made up of kz-branches which in fig. 2.4 are indicated
by "'/ = 0 and "'/ = 1. These two î-values correspond to 5 K11-vectors, so
obviously the UJ;(r)-functions can only reasonably well be represented by at
least 5 2D-Fouriercoefficients.
The results for x = 0.3, for which Al.rGa 1_.rAs is a direct semiconductor,
are given in fig. 3.7b. Here the X-valley assisted resonant tunneling of course
is absent at energies E between the conduction-band edges of both materials
(0 < E < 0.3 eV). At 0.46 eV there is a small peak, which is due to the first
resonant tunneling mode through the X -valley. It is obvious that again using
only 1 K11-vector fails, but that 5 Ku-vectors already lead to the correct result
for the transmission amplitude.
Although the use of 9 or even 5 J?11 -vectors appears to be sufficient to obtain
accurate results for the tunneling probability, it is nota priori clear whether
increasing the number of plane waves above 27 / 32 will not alter the results
substantially. This may be so since the number of (3D) Fourier coefficients
which are used in the calculation of the functions v{ ,g (z) may be too small
11
11
if we use 27 / 32 plane waves only. See in this connection the results for the
xy-averaged current density in appendix A, which show that using 27 plane
waves only leads toa strongly oscillating current density as a function of z.
The use of 59 plane waves on the other hand gives a reasonably constant
current density. Therefore, we have calculated the tunneling amplitude for
the GaAs/AlAs/GaAs single barrierstructure again using a 59/48 plane-wave
basis sets. This result is plotted in fig. 3.8 together with the result obtained
using 27 / 32 plane waves. The differences between the two results can be
divided in three parts. Firstly the resonances in the low energy part of the
figure are shifted upwards in energy when 59 / 48 instead of 27 / 32 plane waves
are used. Secondly, in the higher energy part the resonances seem too lie at
totally different energy positions when using 59 / 48 plane waves instead of
27 / 32 plane waves. Finally, the shape of the resonances as obtained in the two
cakulations appears to differ considerably. The shift of the resonance positions
in the low energy part of fig. 3.8 can be explained by the fact that the value
of the theoretically obtained direct bandgap of both materials changes slightly
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Fig. 3.8: The absolute value of the amplitude a 1 of the transmitted r-eleetron
through an Al As banier in a Ga As crystal, calculated using a 59/ 48 (soHd line)
and a 27/32 (dashed line) plane-wave basis set.

when using 59 instead of 27 plane waves (see table (3.1)). As a result the
conduction-band offset, which we take to be 65 % of the difference between
the direct bandgaps of both materials, also alters slightly. Since the position of
the X -minima of the first conduction band in both materials are fixed relative
to the r -point conduction band minima, there will be a change in the position
of the X-minimum in AlAs relative to the position of the r-minimum in GaAs,
which is the zero of energy in fig. 3.8. This is the cause of the shift of the
resonance positions in the low energy part of fig. 3.8. The resonances in the
higher energy part are due to bound states in the X-quantum well formed
by the second conduction band. The energy separation between the X-point
minima of the first and second conduction band changes considerably when
48 instead of 32 plane waves are used. Using 32 plane waves we find a value of
0.27 eV and using 48 plane waves gives a value of 0.37 eV. Due to this change the
positions of the resonances in the higher energy part of the figure are shifted
over approximately 0.1 eV. Finally we find a drastic influence of increasing
the number of plane waves on the shape of the resonances. The shape of the
resonances is determined by the coupling between the resonant states and the
background tunneling states, which is established at the interface [29] [77].
There is no reason to suppose that this coupling will be independent of energy.
lt is therefore likely that a shift in the energy position of a particular resonance
will change the coupling and so the shape of the resonance. This together with
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the more accurate cakulation of the functions v~ ,g ( z) with 59 / 48 plane waves
1 1
will certainly affect the coupling and thus the lineshape of the resonances.
In conclusion: It will be very hard to predict the precise positions and shapes
of the resonances in lat 1, but the phenomenon of X -assisted tunneling through
GaAs/AlAs/GaAs harriers as such seems to be without anydoubt and should
show up in experiments. Indeed there are experiments reported [23, 60, 82]
which suggest the occurrence of X-valley assisted tunneling.

3.3 Quantum well bound states.
In this section the bound-state energies in a Al(Ga)As/GaAs/Al(Ga)As quantum well (QW) will be cakulated. In section 3.3.1 this will be done in first
instance without incorporating spin-orbit interaction. However, the spin-orbit
interaction lifts the degeneracy of the light-hole and heavy-hole bands at the
r-point. Therefore it is important to incorporate the spin-orbit interaction for
a precise calculation of the valence-band bound-state energies. This will be
subject of section 3.3.2.

3.3.1

No spin-orbit interaction.

In order to find the bound-state energies for the QW we have to find poles in the

8-matrix or, equivalently, zeros of the determinant of D 0 ut (see section 2.4.2).
Since we do not expect that kz-solutions with a real part close to the X-point
are important for the location of the bound state energies, the bound states
being formed by the r -point electron and hole states, it will not be necessary to
calculate the complex bandstructure around the X-point separately. This will
save computing time, hut it also has the advantage of avoiding the zeros in the
determinant of D 0 ut, which are caused by the coinciding kz-points indicated
by arrows in fig. 3.5. These zeros in the determinant of D 0 ut have been
discussed thoroughly in section 3.1.1 and are of no physical significance. In
fig. 3.9 we have plotted the absolute value of the determinant as a function
of energy fora AlAs/GaAs/AlAs QW with GaAs-well width W = 56.6A (20
monolayers). In order to verify the above remarks concerning the influence of
the X -states we have used one set of reciprocal-lattice vectors consisting of 59
plane waves as well as two different r and X -point centered sets (59 / 48 plane
waves). It appears that the determinant, for the case in which we calculate
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Fig. 3.9: The absolute value of the determinant of D""t, in arbitrary units,
fora AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum weU as a function of energy for holes in a)
(where the zero of energy lies at the Al AS valence-band edge) and for electrons
in b) (where the zero corresponds to the AlAs conduction-band edge). Spinorbit interaction has been negleeted. The drcles correspond to the calculation
where 59 plane waves have been used, the crosses correspond to the case in
which a 59/ 48 basis set is used. The weU width equals 56.6 Á. The bound-state
resonances have been indicated with arrows (see also tables 3.4 and 3.3).

Eo

Es

0.50985 0.45618 0.45058 0.36399 0.27050 0.25181
hh
lh
hh
hh
lh
hh

Es
0.12664 0.0350
hh
lh

0.00910
hh

Table 3.3: Hole bound-state energies corresponding to the arrows in fig. 3.14a.
The nature of the bound state has been indicated in the lowest row of the table.

-0.89899 -0.67699 -0.37800 -0.06177?

Table 3.4: Electron bound-state energies corresponding to the arrows in fig.
3.14b.
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the X-related k.z-solutions separately, has additional minima which are due
to the degeneracies in the complex band structure marked with an arrow in
fig. 3.5. The other minima of the determinant, obtained with or without a
separate calculation of the X-point related states, appear to coindde almost
exactly. Calculating them by using r and X-related solutions separately shifts
the energies at most over 5 .10-4 eV.
The minimum in fig. 3.9a at 0.53 eV corresponds with the bandedge of the
valence band at the r-point of GaAs and is not related toa bound state. At
this point there again are two coindding kz·solutions (k;' = -k;1 = 0), which
cancel each other. Also at the conduction-band edge of GaAs, which lies at
-0.98 eV, the determinant becomes zero for the same reason. However, this
is not visible in fig. 3.9, due to the poor resolution of the figure. Around all
other dips in the determinant in fig. 3.9 we have carefully searched the predse
energy at which the determinant is minimal. The results are given in tables
3.3 and 3.4. At -0.062 eV the determinant has a minimum but has no zero.
Whereas at all other minima the absolute value of the determinant drops several
orders of magnitude when determining the energy position of the minimum
toa higher degree of accuracy then the resolution used in fig. 3.9, it does not
behave so around this minimum. However, this energy is located above the
X -minimum in Al As, so that a bound state in the GaAs-we11 at this energy
is coupled to flux carrying channels in AlAs. This wilt result in a minimum
of the determinant which will not become zero on the real energy axis, and
presumably corresponds to a bound state with a finite lifetime. Whether the
fact that the minimum of the absolute value of the determinant at -0.062 eV
is not as deep as all others is indeed caused by the coupling to flux carrying
channels in AlAs, or whether it bas a different origin will have to be subject of
further investigation.
In fig. 3.10 we have plotted, for the first two electron bound states, the
charge density averaged over xy as a function of z, given by

(n(r))x11 =

L Vg (z)v!{' (z),
.-,

l\11

1

H

(3.1)

where the functions vg ( z) are defined in (2.37). Similar pictures can in principle
Il
be produced for the other bound states as well.
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GaAs

AIAs

Figure 3.10: The charge density; averaged over xy, as a function of z for a
AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum weH with width of 56.6 À. Fig. a) corresponds to
the first electron bound state with energy E 0, fig. b) to the second with energy
E1.

3.3.2 With spin-orbit interaction.
In this section the spin-orbit interaction will be included in the calculation of
the QWbound states. lt is assumed in the following that for GaAs and Al As the
value of ..\ 2 is small compared to the value of ,\1 (see expression (2.16)). We will
therefore neglect the contribution of the ..\ 2 term in the spin-orbit interaction.
Neglecting ..\ 2 has the advantage that the terms in the crystal Hamiltonian
proportional tok~ are zero so that the we can use the simplest form of the
Chang-Schulman eigenvalue equation for the kz-solutions (see section 2.3.1).
The values of ,\~ and ,\j are determined by a fitting procedure, in which a
number of spin-orbit bandsplittings is fitted to their experimentally known
values [91]. The values of ..\î and ..\i obtained in such a way are summarized
in table (3.5). These values appear to depend strongly on the number of

..\î(eV)

Ga As
27PW
59PW
4
6.5 .105.9 .10-4
-1.7 .10-4 5.9 .10- 5

-4.3. 10-4

-3.3. 10-4

Table 3.5: Spin-orbit parameters ..\i and ..\i for GaAs and Al As determined by
a fitting pmcedure.

plane waves which is used in the fitting procedure. This is caused by the
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fact that we have assumed that the Ns are constants while they depend in
fact on k +K. At fixed values of the >.-parameters the neglect of the k + Kdependence leads to diverging spin-orbit band splittings as a function of the
number of plane waves which are taken into account. Nevertheless, at a given
number of plane waves, it is still possible to find a set of >.-parameters which
reproduces the experimental spin-orbit bandsplittings. In principle we could
try to add correction factors in order to account for the k+ K-dependence of the
>.-coefficients [12, 34], but since these correction factors depend on k + K this
results in a crystal Hamiltonian which is a polynomial in kz of order higher then
2. Incorporating such higher order terms will make the matrix appearing in the
Chang-Schulman eigenvalue equation undesirably large, drastically increasing
the computing time required for the cakulation of the complex bandstructures,
since the time is proportional to N 3, where Nis the dimension of the matrix
to be diagonalized. Here we will regard the >.-coefficients purely as fitting
parameters, neglecting the k + K dependence.
The complex bandstructures of GaAs and AlAs, cakulated with spin-orbit
interaction are depicted in fig. 3.12. The changes in the valence band structure
have schematically been depicted in fig. 3.11. There has appeared an avoided
crossing between the light-hole band and one of the shifted heavy-hole bands.
The resulting lowest valence band is the so called spin-orbit split-off band. ·'The
no spin-orbit interaction

with spin-orbit interaction

so

Fig. 3.11: Schema tic drawing indicating the nature of the liglit-hole, heavy-hole
and spin-orbit split-off valence bands.

values of effective masses and band gaps are given in table 3.6
Por a AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum well with width equal to 56.6 À we have
calculated the determinant of DatJ.t as a function of energy using a 27 / 32 planewave basis set with k11 c/10.
The absolute value of the determinant has been plotted in fig. 3.13. In fig.
3.13a we observe many more minima then in fig. 3.9a. This is to be expected
because with spin-orbit interaction induded there will in principle be about
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Fig. 3.12: The complex bandstroctures of GaAs and AlAs with spin-orbit
interaction included. The valence bands consist of a light-hole (lh), a heavyhole (hh) and a spin-orbit split-off (so) band.

Egap (eV)
m;tfmo

mih/mo

mi.J./mo

27PW

59PW

Llterature

Ga As Al As
1.38
2.89
0.0778 0.144
-0.106 -0.199
-0.439 -0.474
-0.215 -0.312

Ga As Al As
1.42
2.95
0.0786 0.144
-0.1057 -0.193
-0.449 -0.464
-0.213 -0.302

Ga As
Al As
1
1.424
2.952
1
0.067
0.153
-0.0821 0.20S4
-0.451 -0.4S4
-0.174 -0.3Z4

Table 3.6: Direct bandgap and effective mass lor the electron (el), light-hole
(lh), heavy-hole (hh) and spin-orbit split-off bands (so)) as obtained with the
formfactors given by Baldereschi et al. . and spin-orbit parameters given in
table 3.5. The values from the literature are taken from Casey and Panish1 [17],
Onton 2 [66}, Stukel and Euwema3 [84] and Eppenga4 [28].
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Fig. 3.13: As fig. 3.9, but now with spin-orbit interaetion induded.

twice as many bound states. However, the exact number will not be exactly
twice as much since some of the bound states will be shifted outside the well by
the spin-orbit interaction between the valence bands, others may have merged
into one state. In fig. 3.13a the minimum at 0.07 eV does not correspond to
a bound state in the GaAs-well. It is, similar to the cases discussed in section
(3.1.1), due to coinciding kz-branches in AlAs, which in this case are connected
with the spin-orbit split-off and heavy-hole valence bands and does not lead
to a bound state in the quantum well. The energies for the hole bound states,
indicated by arrows in fig. 3.13, are summarized in table 3.7. All light-hole,
heavy-hole and spin-orbit split-off valence-band channels may in principle
now contribute to a certain bound state so that it becomes difficult or even
impossible to attribute a bound state toa particular channel. In table 3.7 the
relative contribution of each valence band to each of the obtained bound state
has also been given.
In fig. 3.13b we note an additional minimum, compared to fig. 3.9b, at

-0.40 eV. This minimum is again caused, like the one at 0.07 eV in fig. 3.13a, by
coinciding kz-branches in AlAs which are connected with the spin-orbit split
off and heavy-hole valence bands and therefore also doesn't belong toa bound
state in the quantum well. The location of the bound-state energies for electrons
are summarized in table 3.8. The values for the electron bound-state energies
agree quite well with the results in which spin-orbit interaction is neglected.
This is of course not surprising since spin-orbit interaction has very little effect
on the first conduction band.
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Energy (eV)

Eo
E1

E2
E3
E4

Es
E6
E7
Es
E9
E10

lhl

lh2

0.507
0.472
0.446
0.353
0.341

0.03 0.1
1
0.65
0.00 0.01
0.06 0.13
0.11
1

0.235
0.206

0.00 0.11
0.23
1

0.152
0.106
0.0913
0.0299

hhl
0.2
0.01
1
1
0.13

hh2
1
0.06

sol
0.00
0.13

so2
0.04
0.20
0.11 0.02 0.00
0.71 0.03 0.01
0.02 0.45 0.05

1
0.09 0.02 0.00
0.10 0.03 0.55 0.13
0.87
0.39 0.33 0.02 0.02
1
0.10 0.00 0.00 0.26
1
0.05
0.71
1

0.08 0.11
1
0.03 0.03 0.93

0.32 0.05
0.08 0.00

Table 3.7: Hole bound-state energies in a AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum wen
corresponding to the arrows in fig. 3.13a. Also the relative strength of the
lal-coeffident for each valence-band channel has been given.
Eo

E1

E2

-0.8939 -0.6683 -0.3663

E3
-0.062

Table 3.8: Electron bound-state energies corresponding to the arrows in fig.
3.13b.

3.3.3 Confinement energy spectra.
We will now calculate the dispersion for holes as a function of k11 in a GaAs
quantum well. First we will, for simplicity, omit spin-orbit interaction and will
pay special attention to certain complications which occur, at every value of k11 ,
in the search for the zeros in the determinant of D0 " 1 • Again these complications
arise due to the occurrence of' undesired' zeros which are caused by coinciding
k,-solutions (see section (3.1.1)). Next we will present calculations in which
spin-orbit interaction is included.
We have considered a Alo.3Gao.7As/GaAs quantum well. The width of the
GaAs-layer has been put equal to 22 monolayers (62.2 A). In fig. 3.14 we have
given the energy position of the zeros of the determinant of D°"1 corresponding
to the bound-states energies as a function of ku (along [100]). Also the additional
minima, due to points where two k,-solutions become one, have been given
in this figure. There are four possibilities that such a minimum occurs for the
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Fig. 3.14: The bound-state energies fora Alo.3Ga0.1As/GaAs quantum wen
of width 62.2 À as a function of k11 (in units of
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along [100] (solid Jines).

Spin-orbit interaetion is neglected. The zeros of the determinant of nout, corresponding to coindding kz-solutions, have also been given (dashed Jines). The
zero of energy lies at the Al0•3Ga 0•7 As valence-band edge. The depth of the wen
at k11 = 0 equals 0.157 eV. Por further explanation see the main text.

case of a Al0•3Ga0•7 As/GaAs quantum well: For k:e :/: 0 one of the real heavyhole bands shows a camel's back (like depicted in fig. 3.4a). At the maximum
and minimum of the camel' s back in Ga As two kz-solutions merge in to one
solution, the wavefunctions of which are both present in the nout _matrix for the
quantum well. These points are given by squares and diamonds in fig. 3.14),
respectively. Also the bandedge of the light-hole band gives rise toa zero of
the determinant, given by the triangles in fig. 3.14. The fourth point where the
determinant becomes zero is due to the structure in the complex bandstructure
of Al0•3 Ga 0•7 As similar to the one indicated with an arrow in fig. 3.4a, and is
indicated by the crosses. All these extra zeros of the detemtinant of nout may
confuse the determination of the confinement energy spectrum. It will often be
necessary to analyze each minimum in order to decide whether it corresponds
to a real bound state, or whether it is to be attributed to a spurious zero caused
by coinciding k4 -solutions.
We also calculated the dispersion for holes as a function of ku with spinorbit interaction included. Like in the case without spin-orbit interaction there
will be many minima in the absolute value of the determinant of nout which
do not correspond to confinement states. We have carefully analyzed the
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observed minima in the determinant and eliminated the spurious ones. The
ones corresponding to true bound states have been depicted in fig. 3.15. The
parallel wavevector bas been taken along the crystallographic directions {100]
and [110]. The spin-orbit splitting in GaAs (0.3 eV) is much larger then the
depth of the quantum well (0.16 eV). Therefore, there will be no bound states
assodated with the spin-orbit split off band. As is observed in fig. 3.15, the
resulting hole confinement energy bands show strong anti-crossing behaviour
due to the spin-orbit interaction between the valence bands. In fig. 3.15 we
observe a splitting of confinement energy bands for larger values of k11. This
splitting is caused by the fact that at kn f:. 0 a spin splitting occurs between
the double light-hole or heavy-hole valence bands (remember that we have
always two light-hole or heavy-hole kz-solutions at given energy and kn)· Due
to this spin splitting of the valence bands there will also be a spin splitting of
the confinement energies associated with these bands.
Another example of a confinement energy spectrum is given for the
AluGa 0 .6 As/GaA.s quantum well of width 28.2 À (5 monolayers) for both
holes (fig. 3.16a) and electrons (fig. 3.16b)

3.4

Deviations from the flat-band approximation

All calculations presented so far make use of the flat-band approximation.
Here we will investigate the effects of the difference potential (see fig. 2.1 in
section 2.2) on these FBA obtained results. Only the 2D Fouriercomponent
6 Vg =ö( z ), being the difference potential averaged over the xy-plane, will be
11
taken into account. This 6 Vgu=ö(z) is approximated as follows: We divide the
interface region in four layers, each layer having a different constant potential
as depicted in fig. 3.17. The first two layers consist of GaAs, the last two of
Al As. The potential height and width in each of the four layers is chosen such
that the area underneath is the same as the area undemeath the xy averaged
difference potential in each layer.
For the scattering at one 'interface', including the potential as depicted
in fig. 3.17, there appears to result no appredable change in the scattering
amplitudes. The tunneling amplitude of an electron through an AlAs barrier
is depicted in fig. 3.18 together with the result obtained earlier in the flat-band
approximation. Here we see that the position of the resonances on the energy
scale is almost unaffected by the indusion of the difference potential. The shape
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Fig. 3.15: Confinement energy spectra fora Alo.3Gao.7As/GaAs quantum well
of width 62.2 À as a function of k11 with spin-orbit interaction included. The
parallel wavevector k11 is taken along the [100] and [110] directions. The depth
of the well at k11 = 0 equals 0.157 e V, the spin orbit splitting in GaAs is equal to
0.3 eV.
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Fig. 3.16: Confinement energy spectra fora Alo.4Gao.6As/GaAs quantum well
of width 28.2 À as a function of k11 with spin-orbit interaction included fora)
holes (were the zero of energy lies at the Al0.4Ga0•6 As vale11ce-band edge and
the depth of the well equals 0.213 eV) and b) electrons (in which the zero of
energy lies at the Alo.4Ga 0 .6 As conduction-band edge and the weH depth equals
0.395eV).
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fig. 2.1).
of the resonances, however, bas altered substantially. The difference between
the two model cakulations may be explained as follows: the energy position
of the resonances corresponds to bound states in the X-valley quantum well.
These bound states have tails at the edges of the well so that they will not be
influenced very much by the difference potential located at the interface. The
shape of the resonances, however, is determined by the coupling between the
bound states, formed by X -valley electrons, and the continu urn of scattered
states, being the r -valley electrons [29] (77]. As the coupling between these
states takes place at the interface, the difference potential will influence this
coupling strongly. The values of lat 1 in the energy region around the resonances
may therefore substantially be altered if the difference potential is included.
Finally, we have investigated whether the difference potential will cause
deviations in the bound-state energies in a quantum well from the FBA obtained results. In table 3.9 we have given the electron bound states in a
56.6À
Eo
E1
E2
. FBA
-0.8990 -0.6770 -0.3780
Diff. Pot. -0.8993 -0.6772 -0.3778

27.SÀ
Eo
-0.769
-0.771

Table 3.9: Electron bound-state energies in a AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum well
obtained with and without the inclusion of the difference potential. The width
of the weU is taken to be equal to 56.6 À and 27.8 A. The zero of energy lies for
electrons at the AlAs conduction-band edge.
AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum well obtained with and without the inclusion of
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Fig. 3.18: The tunneling amplitude through an Al As banier in GaAs calculated
with the inclusion of the potential as depieted in fig. 3.17. Also the FBA
obtained result is depieted (braken line).

the difference potential. From these results it is clear that the difference potential indeed has negligible effect on the FBA obtained result, which justifies the
use of the FBA in cakulations of quantum well bound states.

3.5

Evaluation

In the preceding we have demonstrated the applicability of the EPM to lattice
matched heterostructures. The EPM is only easily applicable in the FBA. In section 3.4 it was demonstrated that the FBA is a very good approximation. But for
several heterostructures, like a heterojunction with a doping profile or a doublebarrier resonant-tunneling diode for which charge effects become important,
it may be necessary to go beyond the FBA and include additional disturbing
potentials. If such potentials can be modeled, as we did in section 3.4, it is in
principle possible to incorporate their effect within our method, though we did
not yet investigate this. Also the method has not been generalized to indude
magnetic fields though this should be possible as well. Two specific points in
the method deserve special attention: the first is the calculation of the complex
bandstructures using empirical pseudopotentials. The second part consists of
the matching of the wavefunctions at the heterostructure interfaces.

As far as the first point is concerned it has been shown that the empirica}
pseudopotential method gives a 'reasonable' accurate bandstructure, but the
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accuracy may not be high enough for a satisfactory fit of e.g. quantum-well
bound states to experiment. The direct bandgap is reproduced within 0.01-0.05
eV accuracy. Bandstructure parameters other than the direct bandgap, like the
indirect bandgap between the r and X-point, often have larger inaccuracies
of, say, of the order of 0.1-0.2 eV. This is too coarse, as we saw in section 3.1.2,
for an accurate description of subtleties in the bandstructure associated with,
for instance, the X-point minimum of the conduction band. Also the effective
masses as obtained in the EPM reproduce the experimental values with an accuracy of about 10-20% only. A more elaborate pseudopotential scheme, making
use of non-local empirica} pseudopotentials, may be needed to give a more
accurate fit of the GaAs and AlAs bandstructures to experimental data [21].
An improvement using the more simpte local potentials may, however, also be
obtained by adjusting the formfactors so that the most relevant bandstructure
parameters, like the direct bandgap and the effective masses, are reproduced
more accurately. It is well known that a much more accurate description of a
small part of the bandstructure is more easily obtained within the k · P..method
[78]. The main advantage of the EPM is however the fact that the bandstructure is reproduced reasonably well in the entire Brillouin zone. Contrary to the
k · P..method the EPM method is, therefore, not bound to wavevectors lying in
a restricted area of the 1BZ. This gives among other things a fair description of
non-parabolic effects of the conduction and valence bands. Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that we have used a 65/ 35 rule for the conduction-band
offset. Although this rule has commonly been accepted, it still remains only
approximate since the experimental and/ or theoretical determination of the
valence-band offset is not without difficulties. However, this inaccuracy is not
typical for the EPM but enters within each method describing electronic states
in heterostructures. The above mentioned inaccuracies imply a serious limit
to the predictive power of the EPM in that the exact position of resonances or
bound states can not be obtained with meV accuracy, say. lts power lies in
the predictiori of their existence. Predse expeliments on such resonances may
then in turn lead toa more refined determination of the employed parameters
in our EPM method.
The second and very strong point in the EPM concerns the exact matching
of the pseudo wavefunction at the interfaces. The matching conditions at the
interfaces form a major problem in heterostructure calculations when using the
envelope-function description or a k·P..method for the calculation of electronic
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states in heterostructures (see Chapter IV). In our method it is straightforward
and unambiguous. In the matching of the wavefunction at the interface a
sufficiently large number of Bloch wavefunction solutions is incorporated in
the construction of the final wavefunction solution, including many evanescent
states. Mixing of electronic states corresponding to different Brillouin-zone
bandvalleys is incorporated in the EPM method in a natura} way. In section
3.2 we have shown the importance of electronic states belonging to different
bandvalleys in a heterostructure transport problem.
Since in the EPM both the wavefunction and its first derivative are continuous at the interfaces, the charge density and current density (or flux) are
automatically continuous as well. However, in appendix A we showed that
the flux, averaged over a 2D unit cell is not a z-independent quantity due to
the use of a finite number of plane waves in the calculations. Thus although
the flux is continuous at the interface, the employed expression for the flux is
not entirely accurate. The use of a finite number of plane waves may therefore,
in principle, also cause inaccuracies in the values of the a-coefficients. In this
connection we have shown that an increase in the number of plane waves from
27 to 59 strongly reduces the flux inaccuracy; while the a-coefficients in most
cases do not change significantly. Dependence on the number of used plane
waves is manifestly present in the case of X-valley assisted resonant tunneling.
However, this has nothing to do with an inaccurate value of the flux at the interface, but with the poorly converged value of the energy difference between
the X and r-minima in the EPM.
Finally we would like to remark that the determination of quantum well
bound states by means of searching for the zeros of the determinant of nout
has the complication that many zeros occur which do not correspond toa true
confinement state. Although for each zero of the determinant it can unambiguously be decided whether or not it belongs toa bound state, this complication
makes it difficult to automatize the procedure for the determination of the
confinement energy spectrum.
In summary, the EPM method is capable of describing electronic states in
heterostructures incorporating a large number of energy bands and including wavevectors throughout the entire lBZ. At the interfaces there is an exact
matching of the wavefunction, establishing a coupling between wavefunction
solutions belonging to different band valleys in a natura} way. The applicability of the EPM however is limited by the validity of the FBA. Inaccurades of
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the EPM are due to on the one hand the use of simple local empirica} pseudopotentials, and on the other hand the use of only a finite number of plane
waves. The method is therefore predictive in a restrictive sense, i.e. it predicts
the nature of transmission phenomena rather then their detailed features.

IV

Envelope-function theory
The use of envelope functions in the quantum mechanica} description of slightly
perturbed crystals has been advocated by Peierls [69], Wannier [92], Slater [79],
Luttinger [53], Luttinger & Kohn [54], and many others. The genera} idea is
to express the solutions i/;(f) of the Schrödinger equation for the perturbed
system in terms of Bloch solutions of the unperturbed system with amplitudes
(envelopes) which vary slowly in space. An often discussed system in this
connection is a crystal with a shallow impurity center (51]. Under some genera}
assumptions concerning the slow variation in space of both the perturbing
potential and the envelope functions themselves, the above functions appear
to satisfy very simple Schrödinger-like equations in which the properties of the
host crystal are present in terms of an effective mass only. The advantage of an
envelope-function formalism is therefore obvious in such cases.
The situation is less favorable in systems where the perturbing potential
shows relatively large variations in space over short distances. An extreme
example of such a case is present in an abrupt heterostructure composed of
two dissimilar semiconductors. Here the potential function exhibits strong
variations over a few atomie layers, such that the necessary ingredients for
63
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The only "approximation" which bas been made so far is to assume the perturbing potential U(T) to be local and energy independent. Within this approximation eqs (4.10) are exact. The relation between the envelope functions Fn (T)
and the wave function w( T) can be obtained using the definition (4.9) and the
expansion (4.4) and reads

t/;(r')

= L Fn(T)t/;,..ko(T).

(4.12)

n

The function !::.(r r 1) occurring in eq. (4.10) when integrated over all space
gives 1. It is therefore a 8-like function with however a finite width. One easily
verifies the relations
(4.13)
and

""'A("" ""') -iKm·i"1= ugm,Ö'
r
(4.14)
Jd r .u r - r e
It is however the occurrence of the function U(T) in the integral in eqs (4.10)
which strictly forbids to use the function .6.(r r 1) as the 8-function. It makes
the set of eqs (4.10) essentially non-local, which may complicate the envelopefunction approach, especially when considering strongly varying functions
U(T).

4.2 The . exact one-dimensional envelope-function
equations
4.2.1

Separation of the envelope functions.

This section will be specialized to cases in which the potential function U (T)
shows genera] behaviour in one (z-)direction only, while having the periodicity of the host lattice in the perpendicular xy-directions. In lattice-matched
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heterostructures to be discussed in this thesis the perturbing potential U(r) is
of this kind. In most treatments of such systems the separability of the envelope functions in a z-dependent and a xy-dependent part is loosely introduced
and assumed from the outset. It will explicitly be shown, that strictly spoken
more than one z-dependent envelope function may have to be introduced in
enveloping a Bloch wave solution '!/;,;( r). Here kis some wave vector in the first
Brillouin zone (lBZ) of the underlying host crystal. It will be indicated under
which conditions the general practice of using only one z-dependent envelope
function can be justified.
Translational symmetry in the xy-direction will be used to separate the
envelope functions Fn (r) in parts depending on p= (x, y) on the one hand and

z on the other. Due to the xy-periodicity of U(r), solutions t/J(r) of eq. (4.1)
can be attributed a two-dimensional wave-vector label k11. Applying Bloch's
theorem we may generally write
(4.15)

with v,; (r + Rx11 )
11

= v,; (r), where Rx11 is a Bravais lattic: vector of the two11

dimensional lattice lying in the xy-plane. The vector k11 may be any twodimensional wave vector but there is no loss of generality if, from now on,

k11 is chosen to lie within the 1st Brillouin zone of the two-dimensional lattice
(1BZ(2D)). Namely by writing k11 = k!ied + Kp111 where klied is in the 1BZ(2D)
and where KPll is some two-dimensional reciprocal-lattice vector, satisfying
exp (iKPll · Rxy) = 1, this only leads toa redefinition of the function v,; (r) for
11

which (4.15) holds as well. The complete set of Kp11~vectors can be obtained by
projecting all three-dimensional lattice vectors Km on the xy-plane since
exp (iKm

· Rx11 ) = exp (iJ?Pll · Rxy) = 1, where
(4.16)

The wave function

t/J,;11 (r) may now....generallybe expressed as in (4.4): In view

of (4.15) we observe that only those k'-vectors in the lB Z ( 3D) in the summation
in (4.4) can contribute, which can be written in the form k' = ku + K;u + k~ ë~, K;11
being a two-dimensional reciprocal-lattice vector. This enables us to rewrite
(4.4) as
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where the index k11 + .R,11 in the summation over k~ indicates the restriction to
values such that (k11 + K;11 + k~ë'z) E 1BZ(3D). In view of k11 E 1BZ(2D) there
is at most a limited number of !?;11-vectors contributing to (4.17). In appendix B
it is shown for the important case of the zine-blende lattice, that for [100], [110]
and [11 l] planes the set of K;11-vectors contains at most two vectors, one of which
is the vector K;11 = Ö. In the [100) and the [111] case there is a restricted ku-area
in the 1BZ(2D) such that K;11 = Öis the only K;11-vector. Such a restricted
k11 -area does not exist, however, in the [110] case. The second .R, 11 -vector, if
present, depends of course on the particular value of k11. For [nlm]-planes with
higher values of n, lor m the number of K;11-vectors contributing to eq. (4.17)
will generally be larger.
Bydefining
(4.18)

and comparing (4.17) and (4.12) we thus have to conclude that the envelope
functions Fn(?J needed in the expression for 'l/J& (?) read
Il

(4.19)

This implies that in the most genera] case a description of 'l/J& (?) in terms of
Il
z-dependent envelope functions asks for more than one envelope function per
band index n, or

(4.20)

4.2.2 One-dimensional equations.
Since the potential is periodic in the xy-direction we may write
U(?) =

E Ug (z)éK11·P'.
Ii.'11

(4.21)

Il

Substitution of (4.21) and (4.19) in (4.10) and using (4.16) can straightforwardly
be shown to lead to
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+K; (z')e-iKm,.·z
11

xAk 11 +Kq1(z - z')fn'Jn+A', 11 (z') = 0 (4.22)
where
(4,23)
is a one-dimensional 8-like function and L is the length of the crystal. The resulting eqs (4.22) are coupled equations for the envelope functions with varying
n (all bands) and K;11. Note that coupling between fn,ku+A'qi(z)-functions with
different K; 11 is induced only through the last term in (4.22). In conclusion:
There are generally more than one envelope functions needed per band index
when specializing to z-dependent envelopes, while (4.22) form the exact set of
equations for them.

4.2.3

Discussion of the obtained equations

In the previous sections we have obtained the exact coupled set of eqs (4.22) for
z-dependent envelope functions for the important class of lattice-matched heterostructures. A striking feature of eqs (4.22) is the occurrence of non-Iocal terms
containing the potential although the equations have been derived starting
from a local disturbing potential in the Schrödinger equation (4.1). This nonlocality, due to the Aku+K; ( z -z')-functions in eqs (4.22), has a reach of typically
11
several atomie layers since the amplitude of the function Aku+K; (z - z') falls
11
off rather slowly (see fig. 4.1). The non-locality due to U(r') in the envelope-
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Figure 4.1: The function Àö(z).

function equations in contrast to the local U(r) in the Schrödinger equation
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seems to give rise to a contradiction. However, as will be shown below, there is
no real conflicting situation. First it must be realized that, in deriving eqs (4.22),
we have started the derivation by using basis functions Xnf( r) which are related to one perfect periodic host lattice for the entire system, e.g. either GaAs
or AlAs in a GaAs/AlAs based heterostructure. In order then to correctly describe îf;E ( r) in both the Ga As and the Al As regions in terms of slowly varying
11
envelope functions, one is of course confronted with envelope functions reflecting properties of both materials. More specific, these envelope functions
will inhibit among other things GaAs properties in the AlAs regions and vice
versa. This mutual influence is formally governed by means of the non-local
coupling terms present in eqs (4.22). This explains the seeming contradiction
between the fact that îf;'k (r) is locally connected to U(r) while the envelope
11
functions are not. Due to this non-locality phenomenon it might at first sight
seem not attractive at all to use envelope functions in the description of abrupt
heterostructures, as we have to solve a very complicated set of coupled integrodifferential equations. How to overcome these difficulties will be subject of the
next section.

4.3 Envelope-function equations in the flat-band approximation
The exact envelope-function equations which have been derived in the previous section are not very suitable for solving the heterostructure problem due
to the complicated term containing the disturbing potential. This term can
only be simplified if the disturbing potential is slowly varying [54]. But near a
heterostructure interface the potential is rapidly varying. An evasion of the difficulties introduced by the term containing the potential can be accomplished,
however, by working in the flat-band approximation scheme, in which the layers are assumed to be entirely bulklike (see section 2.2). In the flat-band approximation it then is convenient, in order to determine valid envelope-function solutions for each heterostructure layer j, to take the envelope-function equations
for an infinite perfect bulk crystal of material j. In the exact envelope-function
equations (4.22) for perfect bulk crystals the disturbing potential becomes zero
everywhere, which eliminates the complicated non-local term. As a matter
of course the En(kc) energy eigenvalues and the Pnn'-coefficients to be used in
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the envelope-function equations as well as the basis functions 1/;"'k0 (T) in the
envelope-function expansion of the wavefunction (eq. (4.20)) are now different
for each material layer of the heterostructure. Once we have obtained a valid
envelope-function description of the Schrödinger wavefunction within each
layer j of the heterostructure proper boundary conditions at the interfaces and
at z = ±oo will have to fix the envelope-function solution valid for the entire
heterostructure. The envelope functions obtained in the FBA-scheme within
each heterostructure layer are clearly different from the envelope functions
which are solutions of the exact lD envelope-function equations (4.22). In order to derive these Jatter equations we used one set of basis functions 1/;"'k/r) for
the entire heterostructure, while we now advocate the use of basis functions
which are perfectly adapted to the respective layers. Both kinds of envelope
functions describe of course a valid solution of the Schrödinger equation, but
the advantage of using alternate sets of basis functions is obvious as the complicated last term in (4.22) is eliminated. The FBA approach, however, has to be
supplemented with an appropriate set of boundary conditions which connect
the envelope functions valid within the respective layers. Finding this set of
boundary conditions appears to be the major problem. In view of the various
chokes for them, made in the literature, this problem is obviously not a trivia}
one.
In view of our above introduced FBA approach we will now proceed with
the application of eqs (4.22) to perfect bulk crystals corresponding to a layer j.
Let us suppose that the quantities p"",, E"(ko) and 1/;"'k0 (T) have been calculated
for all materials j, for instance within the empirical-pseudopotential method. It
will be clear, according to eqs (4.22) that the corresponding envelope functions
Jin, k-Il +·"'
(z) have to fulfill the relatively simple set of equations
1\111
. "

(

li2 "
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li2 8 2
.
)
j
2
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'Il

•Il

=

(i.24)

The constants Ui have again been introduced to account for valence and
conduction-band offset parameters between the respective material layers as
in section 2.1. As explained above there are no non-local coupling terms in
eqs (4.24). The set of functions {fik- (z)} is furthermore decoupled from the
n, Il

sets {fi k- .". (z)}, with K;11
n, 11+1\111

f. Ö, although both kinds of functions may, at given
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energy and k11' be presentin the representation of a general wave function t/ik~ (r)
Il

for an infinite perfect lattice material j. For simplicity we will write f 11 instead
of k11 + K;11 in the following, if there is no reason for confusion. Therefore, it
should be realized that, depending on the particular k~•-solution, it may be that
the k'11 -vector has to be replaced by k11 + i?ill·
Solutions Ji•" (z) of (4.24) atfixed k11 and E existwhich are of the exponential
"·"'Il
type. In vector notation they can be written

( ) - [Ai(k"
ki")
Aj (k... ki•)
] i(k!'-ka.)"z
!-;..
iê11 +R, 1 z t
Il• z " · ·' n 11> z ' · " e
where s indicates the various solutions with different
in eqs (4.24) we find
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Substituting (4.25)

+ 2m (~· - koz) + U3 - E

ko11) + ~pf,n',z -(k!" - koz)]

(4.25)

)

8nn'

+

A~1(k11, k~•) =

IX4.26)

Equations (4.26) are similar to the well known k ·P..equations [45]. The various
solutions k~· and coefficients A~(k11 , ~·) at given j, k'11 and E can in principle
be calculated, apart from an overall constant, by solving the Chang-Schulman
eigenvalue equation for k2 as in section 2.3, eqs (2.14), in which the summation
over nis truncated to N bands, say. The k~"-values to be considered are to be
such that k11 + Re(k~")êz E 1BZ(3D), whereit should benoted that a K;11·vector
is needed to accomplish this. If all quantities E~(ko) and P~n' are calculated in a
plane wave calculation using N plane waves, for instance based on empirica!
pseudopotentials, the number of in-zone solutions will again be equal to 2M,
where M equals the number of projected plane waves (see sections (2.3.2) and
(2.3.3)). It is important to realize at this stage that we allow complex~· values
here, contrary to the definition of envelope functions Fn(r) as given in (4.9), in
which the summation is over real k-vectors in the lBZ only. Note, however,
that our present FBA-based envelope-function description involving complex
k~ 8 values is nothing but a reformulation of the FBA-based wave function
description of section (2.2). Allowance of complex k~•-values in (4.26) predsely
reproduces the generalized Bloch solutions (2.39) obtained in section 2.2 (see
also (4.20)):
(4.27)
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The various solutions belong either toa true Bloch wave (real k~") or an evanescent wave (complex k~•).
A genera} wavefunction solution is then expressed as
2M

tj;t (r)
ku

2M

N

= L:ai•tj;t"(f')
= L:ai•ei(k11-ko11l-P'Lf1•.
(z)tf;i. (f')
•
ku
•
n n,ku
nko
(4.28)

using (4.27), and introducing
2M

:F.i(z) = L
n
•

ai·• fi•~
(z).
n,ku

(4.29)

The ai•-coefficients again have to follow from boundary conditions at the
interfaces and in z = ±oo. These boundary conditions have been formulated
earlier in section 2.4 in terms of functions v~· K (z), rather than in terms of
Il• Il

the functions f i•k. (z) occurring in (4.29). In order to express these two sets of
n, Il

functions in each other, we write the functions t/;ik~
(f') as
n o

t/;i ~ (f!\
nk0 ' l

= """'vi
~
(z)ei(ko11+K11J-P'
L,,, nko,Ku

(4.30)

A'u

Substituting (4.30) in the envelope-function expansion (4.27) and comparing
with the expansion according to (2.41) it follows that each function v~· g (z)
Il• Il
appearing in the boundary conditions (2.43) and (2.44) can be written in the
form
(z ) = L: ii·
v.i•
• (z )vnkj •0 ,K11 ( z ) .
(4.31)
k11,K11
n,kll
n
In practice prescriptions are given for connection rules for the envelope
functions :F~(z), rather then for the functions v'k~ .~ (z) as in section (2.4). Us11•1\U
ing (4.31) and (4.29) it follows that the envelope-tunction expansion for the
functions v~ .~ (z), given by (2.42), reads
11•1\ Il

(4.32)
lt will be clear that the transition of boundary conditions (2.43) and (2.44)
(which state that v'k~ ,, (z) and its first derivative must be continuous at the
11•1\ Il

interface for every K11 ) into boundary conditions for the functions :F~(z) of
(4.29) is seriously complicated due to the occurrence of the functions vik• •~ (z)
n O•l\11
as well as the summation over all band indices in relation (4.32).
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Connection rules for envelope
functions
This chapter will be concemed with the connection rules for envelope functions
and their first derivatives at heterostructure interfaces. In the literature there is
no unambiguous prescription given for such boundary conditions, the reason
being the difficulty of translating the connection rules for real wavefunctions
into rules for envelope functions without making an explicit appeal on those
real wavefunctions themselves. What we, in our analysis at least, can do
is the following: From the exact treatment of scattering (based on empirica}
pseudopotentials), given in the previous Chapters II and llI, we can derive
what the related envelope functions are, simply by rewriting our former results
for wavefunctions in the entire heterostructure in terms of envelope functions.
We are then left with envelope functions which are what they ought to be.
We are thus in the position to verify whether proposed boundary conditions
for envelope functions at interfaces are valid or should be replaced by more
appropriate ones.
Before doing so we will first have to treat Löwdin-renormalized envelope
function equations in which the number of coupled envelope function equa75
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tions is reduced to workable size (section 5.1). In this section a transfer matrix
is introduced, connecting a limited number of envelope functions and their
first derivatives at a heterostructure interface. Next we explain the method
to calculate the transfer matrix elements in section 5.2. The transfer matrix
elements will be calculated fora GaAs/Al(Ga)As interface in section 5.2.1.
An important issue in the matter of connecting envelopes at heterostructure
interfaces is the conservation of flux at an interface, which we deal with in
section 5.2.2. The connection rules as calculated in section 5.2.1, as well as rules
which are frequently used in the literature are applied for the desctiption of
tunneling amplitudes through single GaAs/Al(Ga)As harders and compared
with previously obtained results using the EPM method in section 5.2.3}. For
the InAs/GaSb interface the transfer matrix elements are presented in section
5.2.4. After we have summarized our results and have placed some additional
remarks in section 5.2.5 we conclude in section 5.3 with a compalison between
our results and some existing connection rules in the literature.

5.1

Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function equations.

So far we have succeeded in reformulating the Schrödinger equation into the
envelope function equations (4.10), which take the form (4.24) for perfect bulk
crystals. It should be realized that the number N of energy bands taken into
account will generally be large. The quantities E~(ko) and P~n'' occurring in
eqs (4.24), have to be calculated in advance, e.g. by means of the EPM. This
requires the diagonalization of a N x N matrix in which N will be of the order of 27, at least. If we, subsequently, would consider the same number of
envelope function equations (4.24) and would solve these equations, the resulting bandstructure would of course precisely coincide with the bandstructure
obtained within the EPM method. On the other hand, the number of bandindexed envelope functions taken into account in practical applications of the
envelope function formalism is much lower, and may vary between 1 and 4 (or
8 if spin states are explicitly dealt with). This reduction is generally justified
by the application of a Löwdin renormalization procedure [56]. In this procedure advantage is taken from the fact that the coupling terms (k - ko) · Pnn' in
eqs (4.26) are small for small (k k0 )-values which makes it possible to apply
perturbation theory around the fixed point ko, which is chosen equal to Öin
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most cases. Obviously, the obtained results within this method do not reproduce the bandstructure throughout the entire lBZ. Reliable results can only be
obtained for k-values close to the given k0-point. In the Löwdin procedure a
small number of bands (belonging to class A), lying close together in energy, is
taken into account exactly, whereas all other bands (belonging to class 8) are
accounted for in a perturbative way. Typically, for states in the energy region
around the conduction-band minimum ónly one energy band in class A could
be suffident For such a case the Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function
equations reduce to the widely used effective-mass equation in which the normal electron mass, due to the influence of states in class B, is renormalized to
the effective mass. For hole-like states, on the other hand, we have at least
to include heavy and light-hole bands in A. In that case a more sophisticated
model, like the 4 band k·pmodel in which class A consists of the three valence
bands and the lowest conduction band (which form in fact 8 bands if spinorbit interaction is included), is frequently used [28, 78]. As mentioned above,
the Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function equations in the above two cases
have limited validity, as Ik- kol<.: 2;" is assumed, and they have furthermore
to be supplemented with boundary conditions for the envelope functions at
the interfaces. However, the connection rules for envelope functions, are far
from straigthforward.
Let us first discuss the Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function equations
in some more detail. For material j they are given by [45, 54, 55]

t [(E~(ko) + ug -

+ li; (D~n' )attv aVp
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(5.1)

(5.2)

Wftm

with w~m = E~(ko) - E~(ko). From these equations we may easily derive the
corresponding Löwdin equations for z-dependent envelope functions f~(z),
where F~(T) = exp (i(ko11 - k11) · p) f~(z). lt is observed that if the class Ais
reduced to one band only the (D~n)ai3_tensor is just the effective-mass tensor
(1/mj)ai3 of the band with index n of material j at k = ko, and equation (5.1)
becomes the well known effective-mass equation for a perfect bulkcrystal. It
is furthermore observed that the solutions of (5.1) are of the exponential type.
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r)

Substituting F~(r) = A~ exp (i(k - k0 ) • in (5.1) and solving the resulting
equations at given energy and parallel wavevector k11 will, analogously as
explained for the exact envelope function equations in section 4.3, give rise to
2/\f kz-solutions, where N is the number of bands in class A. The number of
in-zone solutions k~· will generally be smaller and equal to, say, 2M. In case of
the simple one-band effective-mass approximation we obviously obtain two inzone k~•-solutions only, corresponding to M = 1 (so here M = N). In the case
of the 4 band k·fa'-model for the heavy hole, light hole and conduction bands six
different in-zone kz-solutions are obtained. (Two kz-solutions are always such
that they are out-zone.) Four of these six in-zone kz-solutions correspond with
kz-branches, the real parts of which form the two heavy-hole bands (see section
2.3.3 and fig. 2.4) and two kz-solutions correspond to the branches whose real
parts form the light-hole band in the valence-band energy regime and the lowest
conduction band at energies in the conduction-band regime. This corresponds
with M = 3 (for this case M < N). For each of the six k~•-values the four related
envelope functions F~'(?) = A" exp (i(ko11 - k11) · iJ) exp (i(k~· - ko,z) · z) with
n E A can be calculated from eq. (5.1).
In a Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function description it is obviously
assumed that in calculating a wavefunction t/J~'(f') for material j, which is
Il
generally given by
(5.3)
(see eq. (4.28)) it is suffident to restrict the summation over n to the N values in
class A. We will show, however, that also envelope functions with bandindex
m E B may be of importance, even if the dimension of class A is taken such
that the most important k~•-solutions are all taken into account. To this end
we have to discuss the importance of the functions F!,.'(?) with m E B. These
functions, according to Löwdin perturbation theory, can be approximated to
first order in

VF" by
A

~
Fmi•(;;'\,...,
rJ""'L,,,

Ji

nm

r, +".,

~j
Öpi•( ;;'\
Pmn. v "
J

Wnm

mEB.

(5.4)

Their relevance in eq. (5.3) will be investigated in section 5.2.
The genera}, z-dependent, envelope function solutions of the Löwdin renormalized envelope functions equations in a material layer j at given energy and
k11 and with n E A are linear combinations of all 2M in-zone solutions j~•(z),
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F~(z) =
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L,o:i• f~'(z).

(5.5)

'

where f~ 8 (z) = A~' exp (i(koz - k~') · z). In the previous chapter we already
dealt with an expression of this form (see (4.29)) in which n was not exdusively
in A and in which the summation over s ran from 1 to 2M, where M was the
number of two-dimensional rectprocal-lattice vectors taken in to account. Here,
in the Löwdin-renormalized approach, we consider the envelope functions (5.5)
as truncated approximations of the more general expression (4.29), with n E A
and with s running from 1to2.M instead of from 1to2M. In the previously
sketched scattering matrix approach of Chapter 2, the a:Ï'-coeffictents followed
from the continuity of the full electronic wavefunction and its first derivative
(eqs (243) and (2.44)). However, in Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function
approaches one does not want to appeal explicttly to the electronic wavefunction itself. Instead an appropriate set of boundary conditions for the envelope
functions F~ and their first derivatives is sought for. The most general (linear)
relation between envelope functions :F~ and their first derivatives at interfaces
can be written in the form
/i+l )
(

a~+1

=T

(

/i )
at'
'

(5.6)

where Ij stands for a vector with components F~ (zo) and z0 is the position of
the interface. Including all envelope functions with n E A in eq. (5.6) implies in
fact that we are then dealing with 2N boundary conditions, where, in the above
two examples we have either N = 1 or N = 4. As mentioned before, a uniform
and generally accepted set of boundary conditions (5.6) is not available.
There are 2.M conditions needed at each interface, together with 2.M conditions in z = ±oo, in order to fix the 2M unknown coefficients o:i• in expression
(5.5) in each material layer j. The discussion is completely similar to that in
section 2.4, where we had 2M instead of 2M unknown coefficients. In the
effective-mass approximation (5.6) involves 2 boundary conditions (N = 1)
which is suffident to fix the two a:Ï'-coeffidents in each layer (M = )1/ = 1).
For the 4-band k · P,.model eq. (5.6) constitute 8 boundary conditions (N = 4).
There are however only 6 ai•-coeffidents which are to be determined in each
layer, since M = 3. So here eqs (5.6) form too many equations for the determination of the o:-coeffidents (N > M). This inconsistency can be resolved in
the following way. Ata given energft we always obtain k"-solutions which are
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related to 3 bands only, although there are 4 bands involved in the calculation
of the complex bandstructure: At energies in the valence-band regime we find
two light-hole and four heavy-hole band k.a-solutions and in the conductionband energy region we find two conduction band and four heavy-hole band
kz-solutions, the latter corresponding to evanescent waves. So at each fixed
energyit is sufficient to incorporate 3 band-indexed envelope functions only in
(5.6). Consequently the T-matrix (5.6) becomes a 6 x 6 matrix, which is consistent with the number of equations required to fix the 6 unknown a:i 8 -coeffidents
in each material layer.
The above described reduction from 4 to 3 band indices is a logkal consequence of the fact that the number of conventionally defined energy bands is
different from the number of kz-branches as introduced in Chapter (2). Referring to fig. 2.4 it is observed that three kz-branches (the one with r = 0 and
the twofold degenerate ones belonging to the group with r = 1) cover in fact
the four involved bands, i.e. the two heavy-hole bands, the light-hole and the
conduction band.

5.2

Calculation of the transfer-matrix elements

Our EPM calculations described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, enable us to
determine the actual values of the T-matrix elements as a function of energy.
We derive the proper electronic wavefunction for a heterostructure first, as
sketched in the previous Chapters 2 and 3. Once we have calculated the é•coeffidents using the EPM, we are able to cakulate the envelope functions
.:F~(z) using eq. (4.29) in whkh the envelope functions f~ 8 (z) are calculated
using relation (4.27). The EPM obtained envelope functions contain terms
corresponding to a large number of 2M sofotions kz which may have a real
part not only close to ~ = Ö(the f-extremum) but close to k0 = 2; ëz (the Xextremum) as well. In a Löwdin-renormalized scheme only a limited number
of 2M solutions ku which lie close to one particular ko-value, are taken into
account. In order to obtain envelope functions using the EPM which are as close
as possible to envelope functions obtained in Löwdin-renormalized schemes
we restrict the summation overs in eq. (4.29) to the reduced number 2M. This
implies that we have to be aware of shortcomings in the Löwdin-renormalized
scheme which have to do with the neglect of possibly participating channels.
In the case of the scattering of an electron at a GaAs/AlAs single interface,
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as described in section 3.1, we have chosen one particular incoming channel
corresponding to the light-hole/ electron branch, and have determined the o:coefficients of all outgoing waves using the S-matrix description (2.50). For
this configuration the values of M band-indexed envelope functions and their
first derivatives at both sides of the interface can then be calculated in the above
desaibed manner. Substituting these values in eqs (5.6) gives 2M equations
for the 2M x 2M unknown T-matrix elements. In each material layer there
are 2M kz-solutions which we have taken into account in the calculation of the
envelope functions, M of which correspond to incoming channels. There are
therefore 2M - 1 other independent possibilities for choosing the incoming
channel, namely M - 1 channels which are incident from the GaAs-side and
another M which are incident from the AlAs-side. Each choice for an incoming
channel leads to 2M equations for the T-matrix elements. The total number
of equations will therefore be equal to 2M x 2M which fixes each T -matrix
element.

5.2.1 The GaAs /Al (Ga )As interface
(A) Conduction-band energy region
We will focus here on the energy region above the r-point conduction band
minimum in GaAs. At these energies the most important o:i•-coefficients, for
the case of an incident electron with k11 = Ö, are the ones which correspond to the
transmitted and reflected electron, the absolute values of which have been given
in fig. 3.3a. In view of the fact that the important o:i•-coefficients correspond in
each layer to two k~ 8 -solutions which both have real parts close to the r-point,
we take M = 1 and k0 = Öin the calculation of the envelope functions. The
calculation procedure provides us with expressions for f~'(z)-functions with
varying n. Obviously, the conduction-band (n = c) envelope functions J!•(z)
are important at energies in the conduction-band regime. However, we find
that also the light-hole band (n = lh) envelope functions J/;(z) are significant.
In fig. 5.1 we have plotted the values of the envelope functions :Fc and :F1h at
the interface position z0, constructed according to (5.5). Values of :F" for all
other n-values appear to be negligible. In most applications of the effectivemass approximation, in which class A consists of the conduction band only,
the light-hole band envelope function lying in class 8 is entirely neglected.
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Fig. 5.1: The absolute value of the conduction-band envelope function at the
right hand side (solid line) and left hand side (dashed line) of the GaAs/AlAs
interface in case of the scattering of an electron at a single interface. Also the
light-hole band envelope functions at the right and left hand side are depicted
(long-short dashed and dotted lines). The zem of energy lies at the GaAs
conduction-band edge. The conduction-band edge of Al As lies at 0.98 eV.
The wavefunction ,,P~ (r) is then simply approximated by Fj(r),,P~(r) (see eq.
Il
(5.3)). Charge densities for instance are thus expressed in terms of conductionband envelope functions only. This is at least not justified for our case dealing
with GaAs and Al As since the absolute value of the light-hole band envelope
function may take values as large as 50 % of the value of the conduction-band
envelope function. Note in this connection that if the class A is reduced to
the conduction band only, we may express the value of the light-hole band
envelope function F/h(z) approximately in terms of Vz:Fj(z) using relation
(5.4). For a zine-blende structure only the z-component of p{h,c is non-zero so
that we find with k0 = Ö
-ri ( ) ,.., fi Pt~,c V1 z:Fj (Z) _ pi n -ri ( )
--;vz.rcz,
3
m
wc,lh
Egap

.r1hz,....

(5.7)

where we define pi = ~p;~,c- For GaAs and Al As we find from our empiricalpseudopotential cakulations the values 0.95 and 0.48 for P/(aE9 ap), respectively.
Ina Löwdin-renormalized scheme in which only two kz-solutions are taken
into account (M = 1), the T-matrix at the interface reduces toa 2 x 2 matrix,
as described earlier in section 5.2. This T-matrix relates the envelope function
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Fig. 5.2: The absolute value of the matrix elements Tee (solid line) and Tc1c1
(dashed line) which connect the conduction-band envelope function and its
first derivative at a Ga As/Al As interface, respectively. The zero of energy lies
at the conduction-band minimum of Ga As (This will be so in all next figures.)
The r-point conduction-band minimum of AlAs is located at 0.98 eV.

.rg+1(z) and jz.rg+ 1(z)

=.rt,+ (z) for AlAs to the ones for GaAs. We remark
1

that most, if not all, connection prescliptions in the literature for electron states
in the considered energy region are formulated in terms of a diagonal 2 x 2

T-matrix. Our cakulations, for k11 = 0, show that the values of the off-diagonal
elements of T, i.e. the ones connecting Fc(z) to Fc•(z), are smaller than 10-4
so that they indeed appear to be negligibly small and to support the diagonal
T-matrix model. The absolute value of the diagonal T-matrix elements Tcci
connecting the functions Fc(z), and the absolute value of Tc'c'' which connects
the delivatives Fc!(z), are given in fig. 5.2 as a function of energy. (Note that
Tcc can be chosen to be real.) A stliking feature is that Tee is almost constant
and close to unity (0.9 < Tee < 0.92) in a relatively large energy interval (1.5
eV) above the r-point conduction-band minimum in GaAs. This implies that
the envelope function Fc(z) is almost continuous at a GaAs/AlAs interface,
which is only slightly at variance with the connection rule for the conductionband envelope function as often used in the literature and which supposes
continuous envelope functions. The first derivative 1'c1(z) appears to be more
or less discontinuous; we find 1.05 < ITc1c'I < 1.26. We also find that Tc1c' is
almost real valued, so that the phase of the first derivative does not change
very much across the interface. The value of IT,,..,, 1is much closer to unity than
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Fig. 5.3: The value of the ratio R 1h ( solid line) between the absolute value of the
light-hole band envelope function F1h at the RHS and the LHS of a Ga As/ Al As
interface as a function of ene1:gy at k11 = Ö. Also R1h' (dashed line), which is
analogously defined for the first derivatives :zF1h is given.
to the often applied value of ITc•c•I = m'J+t/mj which would be equal to about
1.8 for EPM obtained effective masses fora GaAs/AlAs based heterostructure
(see table (3.1)). It is worthwhile to re-emphasize that we did not assume the
basis functions 1/;~ö(f') (see eq. 4.27) to be identical for both materials, as is a
common Ansatz in the literature, hut have taken the exact eigenfunctions of
the Schrödinger equation 4.1 at k0 = 0 for each material. We also want to
stress that the envelope functions which have been used to obtain the T-matrix
elements are the exact ones and are not obtained from an approximate set of
Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function equations.
In view of the possible relevance of the light-hole band envelope function
in the energy region from 0 to 1.5 eV (at k1 1 = Ö) we have given in fig. 5.3
the ratio R1h between the absolute value of the function F1h at the right hand
and left hand side of the interface as well as Rlh', where Rlh' is the ratio of the
absolute value of the firstderivatives F/ht 1 (z0 ) and F/h,(z0 ). Thevalue of R1h lies
between 0.94 and 0.98 in the considered energy interval, so Fih isapproximately
continuous. The ratio Rlh', in contrast to Tc'c'' is far from being constant in this
energy range, implying that {)J=°ih/oz is clearly not continuous at the interface.
Moreover its mismatch in continuity is rather strongly dependent on energy,
which invalidates all energy independent connection rule prescriptions in this
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Fig. 5.4: The amplitudes of the scattered waves at a GaAs /Al As interface for
k" = 0.1 2: . The solid line corresponds to the reflected ell?ctron, the dashed
line to the transrnitted electron. The dotted and long-short dashed lines correspond to heavy-hole type solutions in GaAs and AlAs, respectively. The peak
occurring simultaneously in the electron and heavy hole scattering amplitude
(note the y-axis break) is due to coindding kz-solutions (see section 3.1.1).
energy regime [1, 78, 28, 81].
(B)

Parallel wavevector ku unequal to zero

In order to investigate whether the above result concerning the approximate
continuity of the conduction-band envelope function and the slight discontinuity of its first derivative also holds for k11 =f: Ö, we have calculated the T-matrix
elements for k11 = 0.1 2:. However, for this value of k11 the coefficients ai• corresponding to k"-branches connected at the heavy-hole valence bands are not
negligible anymore, see fig. 5.4. The number M therefore has then at least to
be taken equal to 3 in order to incorporate the heavy-hole type kz-solutions.
This implies that a simple one-band effective-mass model is not valid anymore,
since it entirely neglects the heavy-hole type kz-solutions. Clearly, a 4 band
k · fi'-model (in which M = 3) should be used. The dimension of the T-matrix
then becomes 6 x 6, connecting the conduction-band and two heavy-hole band
envelope functions and their first derivatives. We have calculated each of these
T-matrix elements as a function of energy. The diagonal elements of T at
k" = 0.1 ~,,. are plotted in fig. 5.5a. In fig. 5.5b these diagonal T-matrix ele-
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Fig. 5.5: Ina) and b) the diagonal elements of the 6 x 6 T-matrix connecting conduction band and heavy-hole band envelope functions and their first
derivatives at a GaAs /Al As interface are given for k:c = 0.1 and k111 = ky = 0.1
(in units of
given.

2
; ),

respectively. Also the la.rgest off-diagonal element IThhl',lhl is

ments are plotted for k" ky = 0.1 2; . We again find approximate continuity
for the conduction-band envelope function, as well as fo1· the two heavy-hole
band envelope functions. The first derivative of the conduction-band envelope function is also for this case slightly discontinuous, in accordance with
our previous results at k11 = Ö. We remark that if we take M = 1, despite
the obvious importance of the heavy-hole type solutions, the conduction-band
envelope function and its first derivative appear to be largely discontinuous.
The first derivatives of the heavy-hole band envelope functions show rather
sizable discontinuities. Note that the value of IThh',hh' ! lies between 0.6 and 0.8
which is much smaller than the ratio of the heavy-hole effective masses which
equals 1.04 for EPM obtained effective masses. Also the largest off-diagonal
element Thht',lh'1 which has a value close to 0.1, has been depicted in fig. 5.5a
and 5.Sb. All other off-diagonal elements have smaller values.

(C) Valence-band energy regio11
If we now focus on energies in the valence-band region we have to deter-

mine the matrix elements of the 6 x 6 T-mabix which connect the lighthole and two heavy-hole band envelope functions and their first de1ivatives
Ö, we have plotat the interface. For a GaAs/AlAs interface, with k11
ted the diagonal T-matrix elements in fig. 5.6. The envelope functions
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Fig. 5.6: The diagonal T-matrix elements between light-hole and heavy-hole
band envelope functions for energies in the valence-band region, with k11 =
Ö. The valence-band maxima of GaAs and AlAs lie at -2.06 and -1.53 eV,
respectively.
appear to be approximately continuous, with 0.991 < T 1h,th < 0.992 and
1 < ThhI,hhI = nh2,hh2 < 1.009. In contrast, the T-matrix elements connecting the first derivatives show rather large deviations from unity; we find
1.22 < Tlh',th' < 1.47 and 0.712 < Thhl',hhI' = Thh2',hh2' < 0.754. The ratio of
the effective masses in AlAs and GaAs for the light-holes equals 1.8 and for
the heavy holes 1.04. So also for this case we do not find that (m*)- 18:Fn/8z is
continuous at a GaAs /Al As interface. The off-diagonal elements are all smaller
than 0.08.
Also for k11 # Öwe have cakulated the T-matrix elements connecting the
valence-band envelope fünctions. The diagonal T-matrix elements for ka: =
0.1 2; as well as for ka: = ky = 0.1 2; have been depicted in fig. 5.7a and 5.7b.
These values are approximately the same as for k11 = Ö. The off-diagonal Tmatrix e~ements with values close to 0.1 or above have been depicted in fig.
5.7c and 5.7d. All other off-diagonal matrix elements are smaller.
In summary, in the valence-band energy regime the light-hole and heavyhole band envelope functions are almost perfectly continuous. However, their
first derivatives are discontinuous. Notably this discontinuity is not given by
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Fig. 5.7: Ina) and b) the diagonal elements of the 6x 6 T -matrix connecting lighthole band and heavy-hole band envelope functions and their first derivatives
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Fig. 5.8: The same as fig. 5.2 but now at the first interface of a Ga As/ Al0•3Ga 0•7As
single barrier structure.

the ratio of the effective masses.

(D) More then one interface
The above results apply to the special case of the scattering at one interface
only. Whether they will be valid for the case of the scattering at multiple
interfaces remains to be investigated. As far as this point is concerned, we
have considered the example of a GaAs/Alo.3Gao.7As single harrier structure
and have calculated the matrix elements Tee and ITe'e'I for k11 = Öand energies
in the conduction-band regime, at both interface positions. The values of
these matrix elements at the first interface as a function of energy are given
in fig. 5.8. At the second interface we find almost identical results. We find
0.973 < Tee < 0.976 and 1.06 < ITe'e'I < 1.09 for energies between 0 and 0.5
eV, which results are qualitatively in agreement with the results fora single
GaAs/AlAs interface. The calculated values of Tee and ITe'e'I are even more
close to unity for this case than for the case of a GaAs/AlAs interface. This is
of course not surprising since GaAs and Alo.3Gao.7As are more similar to each
other than GaAs and AlAs. So we may conclude that, for cases in which the
electron is scattered at multiple interfaces, we may indeed have confidence that
the same boundary conditions apply at each single interface as for the case of
the scattering at one interface only.
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5.2.2 Conservation of flux
We want to emphasize again that the envelope functions are calculated starting from true electronic wavefunctions. These wavefunctions and their first
derivatives are continuous at every (x,y)-point of the interface. As a matter of
course the charge density and density current probability (or flux) will then be
continuous as well. However, our above obtained results for the connection
rules for conduction-band envelope functions and their first derivative seem at
first sight to violate flux conservation at the interface, at least if the expression
for the unit-cell averaged flux in effective-mass approximation
(j)z

Rl

!

.li • [.:Fj*(zuc) .:Fj(zuc) - e.c.]
2im;
uz

(5.8)

is used [1, 3]. Here the argument Zuc of the envelope function is some position

within a unit cell. Since both the envelope function and its first derivative
are approximately continuous, but the effective masses of both materials are
largely different (mÀtAalmà"Aa Rl 1.8 for EPM obtained effective masses), this
expression appears to be discontinuous across the interface. It is predsely the
wish to have (5.8) continuous which a large variety of authors has urged to
propose as obvious connection rule that (mj)- 18.:F,J8z should be continuous.
This rule, together with continuous envelope functions .:F0 , indeed provides a
continuous density current, as given by expression (5.8). So there seems to be
a contradiction between our approach in which the continuity of the density
current within the EPM is built in from the outset and the apparently discontinuous density current according to expression (5.8), in which the EPM obtained
conduction-band envelope function and its first derivative are substituted.
The discrepancy can be explained as follows: In fig. 5.9 we have given
the ratio of the unit-cell averaged flux, as given by (5.8) in which we have
substituted the envelope function .:F0 and its first derivative which are calculated starting from the full EPM obtained wavefunction and the 'exact' flux
as obtained within the EPM fora GaAs/Al0 .3Gao.1As single barrier structure
(ku = 0). One condusion to be drawn from this figure is that .the expression
(5.8) apparently is a good approximation for the exact flux in GaA5 at energies
close to the conduction-band edge of Ga As. This is the energy region where the
effective-mass approximation is valid. But at these energies the deviation of the
flux in Alo.3Gao.1As, given by (5.8), from the exact EPM obtained flux is rather
large (±20 %). This is because the effective-mass approximation is rather poor
at these energies in Alo.JGa0.7 As since we are far from the conduction-band edge
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Fig. 5.9: The raäo between the unit-cell averaged flux j:MA as calculated in the
effective-mass approximation (in which the BPM obtained envelope function
and its first derivative are substituted) and the flux ;:PM as calculated exactly
within the BPM in GaAs (dashed line) and Alo.3Gao.1As (dotted line) fora single
GaAs/ Alo,3Gao.1As harrier structure.
of Al0 .3Ga 0.1As. At energies close to the conduction-band edge in Alo.:iGa0.1As
the situation is reversed. At energies in between the conduction-band edges
of both materials the deviations of the flux given by (5.8) from the exact flux
are opposite in both material layers. Our conclusion therefore is that the flux,
cakulated with expression (5.8) in which we substitute the EPM obtained envelope functions, indeed is discontinuous at the GaAs/Alo. 3Gao.1As-interface.
This discontinuity is due to the poor approximation for the unit-cell averaged
flux given by expression (5.8) in a material layer j at energies which are not
close to the conduction-band edge of that material.

5.2.3 Application to GaAs/Al(Ga)As single barrierstructures.
In section 3.2 we cakulated transmission amplitudes of conduction electrons
for two single ba1Tier structures. We refer to these cakulations, which were
performed using the EPM, as being the' exact' ones. In this section we compare
these exact results with those obtained using simple effective-mass models. In
fig. 5.lOa we have plotted, as a function of energy, the ratio of the absolute value
of the transmission amplitude and the exactly determined transmission amplitude, for three models. In the first model the two k~•-values that go into the expression for the conduction-band envelope function (ft• (z) ex exp (ik~· · z)) fol-
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Fig. 5.10: a) The ratio between the tunneling amplitude as obtained with three
different. envelope function approaches (see main text) and the exact EPM
obtained tunneling amplitude fora GaAs/Al0•3Ga 0•7 As single barrier structure.
In b) the latl obtained with the most accurate of these approaches is confronted
with the BPM obtained at fora GaAs/ Al As single barrier structuze.

low from the full EPM bandstructure calculations, while the conduction-band
envelope function :Fc as well as its first derivative are taken to be continuous
at the interfaces. In the second and third model the two kt 8 -values are derived
from the simple one-band effective-mass equation (k~·)2 = 2mj[E - E~(Ö)]/li2,
where m j is the conduction-band effective mass and E~ (Ö) the conduction-band
edge of material j at ko = Ö. The conduction-band envelope function again
is taken to be continuous, white the first derivative of the conduction-band
envelope function is taken to be continuous (second model) or discontinuous
such that Tc'c' = mj+i/mj (third model). lt appears that the best approximation
to the exact result is the one in which the kz-values follow from the EPM with
continuous conduction-band envelope functions and first derivatives (model
1). This is not surprising as this model is closest to what the results in section
5.2.1 indicate. The second best approximation is given by model 3. Apparently
the errors introduced by the use of the simple parabolic band approximation
are partly canceled by the use of the specific discontinuity in the first derivative
of the conduction-band envelope functions. Note however that the errors in
k~· due to the simple parabolic band approximation can easily be avoided by
incorporating non-parabolic effects. If this is done the results become worse,
at least if we use discontinuous instead of continuous first derivatives. The
relative success of the third approach can therefore certainly not be interpreted
as a genera) plea for a connection rule for derivatives of envelope functions
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Fig. 5.11: Schematic drawing of type I and type II band line-up at heterostmcture interfaces.

involving effective-mass ratios.
We also applied the approach, in which the kz-values follow from the EPM
and in which the resulting envelope functions are taken to be continuous as
well as their first derivatives (model 1), to the case of tunneling through a single
AlAs-barrier. In fig. 5.lOb we have plotted the result for thP. transmission amplitude for this model cakulation together with the exact result (obtained using
27 plane waves). As a matter of course the resonances, due to X-valley assisted
tunneling, are not present in the envelope function approach. But the envelope function approximation does give a reasonably accurate approximation
for the background tunneling amplitude due to the r-point conduction-band
electrons.

5.2.4 The InAs/GaSb interface
The GaAs/Al(Ga)As-interface is a particular favorable case: the materials are
quite similar and the band line-up is such that, at given energy, electron states
are matched at interfaces which correspond to energy bands which have the
same bandindex (type Iline-up, see fig. 5.11 ). Por such a case it may be expected
that a simple prescription for the connection rules for envelope functions can
be obtained. The situation is less favorable for the case of an InAs/GaSb
interface. Here the accepted value of the valence-band offset is such that the
valence bands in GaSb are lined up with the conduction band in InAs (type
II line-up, see fig. 5.11). Whether it wil1 still be possible to formulate simple
connection rules for envelope functions can seriously be doubted for this case.
We have used the empirical-pseudopotential method to calculate the scatter-
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ing amplitudes of an electron in InAs at an InAs/GaSb-interface. The valence
band offset has been taken equal to 0.65 eV, so that the top of the valence bands
of GaSb lies 0.15 eV above the minimum of the conduction band of InAs (61].
Spin-orbit interaction is neglected although this is, actually, not justified for
these materials: The spin-orbit splitting of the valence bands at the f-point
equals 0.4 eV in lnAs and 0.8 eV in GaSb. These values are comparable to
the direct bandgap, which is equal to 0.5 eV in lnAs and equal to 1.0 eV in
GaSb. However, we do not expect that spin-orbit interaction will qualitatively
influence the results with respect to the connection rules for the envelope functions. At the InAs/GaSb interface there are two possible types of interfaces,
one consisting of bonds between As and Ga and the other where the bonds
are between Sb and In. Experiments show that the Ga-As interface is usually
found [41]. We therefore consider an InAs/GaSb interface consisting of the
As-Ga bonds. The precise interface position z0, to be used in our EPM cakulations, is to be chosen such that the difference between the total heterostructure
potential and that of the bulk potential of material j shows anti-symmetrie
behaviour (see section 2.2). The results for the total selfconsistent potential,
averaged parallel to the interface plane, as given by Ihm et al. [41], indicate
that the interface position where the difference potential satisfies the condition
as proposed in section (2.2) lies in between the Ga and As-planes. Por this
choice we have plotted in fig. 5.12, for the case of an electron incident from the
lnAs side at k11 = Ö, the dominant scattering amplitudes corresponding to the
reflected electron in InAs and the transmitted light hole in GaSb. Again the
important envelope functions in both material layers are the conduction and
light-hole band envelope functions.
At energies above the conduction-band edge in lnAs, the light-hole band
envelope functions are the dominant ones in GaSb. If we now, as a logical choice
take the 2 x 2 T-matrix such that it connects the light-hole band envelope function in GaS b with the conduction-band envelope function in I nAs, we find that
the diagonal (!) elements of T are small; Tc,lh ~ 0.092 and Tc',/h' < 0.008, while
the off-diagonal elements happen to be the larger ones in amplitude. This can
be explained as follows: the GaSb light-hole band envelope function is, using relation (5.7), in first order proportional to the first derivative of the GaSb
conduction-band envelope function. Vice versa, again using relation (5.4), the
conduction-band envelope function in GaS b is in first order proportional to the
first derivative of the light-hole band envelope function. Put othe1wise we find,
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Fig. 5.12: The scatterlng amplitudes of the reflected electron (solid line) and
transmitted light hole (dashed line) at a lnAs/GaSb interface. The zero of
energy lies at the conduction-band minimum of InAs. The valence-band edge
of GaSb lies at 0.15 eV.
in first order, F1h ex: 8Fc/8z and 8:F,h/8z ex: Fc. The roles of the envelope function and its first derivative at the RHS of relation (5.6) have therefore effectively
been interchanged. This implies that the previously diagonal elements of the
T-matrix for the GaAs/AlAs-interface, connecting conduction-band envelope
functions at both sides of the interface, now play their role on the off-diagonal
positions. As a matter of course relation (5.4) is only approximate, the first
order approximation being poor for either Fc or F1h since the energy generally
is far from both the conduction band edge and the light-hole band edge of
GaSb. The off-diagonal matrix element Tc,lh' appears to be weakly dependent
on energy, 2 < ITc,lh'I < 2.6 for energies between 0 and 1.5 eV above the conduction band minimum of lnAs. The matrix element Tc',lh is almost constant.
lts absolute value is approximately equal to 0.8.

5.2.5 Discussion & Conclusions
We have succeeded in calculating the T-matrixelements, connecting envelope
functions at heterostructure interfaces, using the empirical-pseudopotential
method. The T-matrix elemerits were calculated by substituting envelope
functions, which have been constructed according to eq. (5.5) and restricting the summation overs to the limited number 2M. It is assumed that this
limited set contains the most important contributions. However, as we have
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Fig. 5.13: The values of the matrix elements ITc,w 1 (dashed line), connecting the
conduction-band envelope function in 1nAs at the first derivative of the lighthole band envelope function in GaSb, and ITc1,1hl (dotted line), analogously
defined, as a function of energy at k11 = Ö. The zero of energy lies at the
conduction-band minimum of InAs.

seen in section 3.1, Bloch waves c01Tesponding to the k,-branches which are
connected with the X -point minima of the first and second conduction-band
have o:-coefficients which are not always negligibly small (fig. 3.2d). We
have argued that these X-related states should be omitted in the cakulation
of envelope functions related to the r-point as they are to be compared with
envelope functions following from Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function
equations which describe states with a real part close to the r-point only. But
as these X -point Bloch-wave solutions play a non-negligible role in the matching of the electronic wavefunction at an interface these X-related solutions,
in principle, indirectly influence the a-coeffidents belonging to the r -point
Bloch-wave solutions. They therefore affect the envelope functions :Fn also,
although they are constructed using f-point solutions only. The X-related
states may therefore be the cause of differences between our EPM obtained envelope functions and envelope functions as obtained in Löwdin-renormalized
envelope-function schemes in which the X-related states are entirely neglected.
However, as the results in section 5.2.3 show, the influence of the X -point Bloch
waves on the a-coefficients corresponding to r-point Bloch solutions is only
minor, given the good agreement between the transmission amplitude as obtained in a simple one band envelope function model (model 1) and the exact
EPM result. We therefore believe that the X -states do not have a noticeable
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influence on the results for the connection rules for r-point envelope functions.
For GaAs/Al(Ga)As interfaces, in the important energy region above the
conduction-band minimum of GaAs and at k11 = Ö, the conduction-band envelope function is the dominating one, although we have shown that also the
light-hole band envelope function is not negligibly small. We have argued that
only one of these two band-indexed envelope functions will have to be included
in the prescription for connection rules at an interface. The 2 x 2 T-matrix connecting the conduction-band envelope function and its first derivative appears
to be almost perfectly diagonal. The diagonal T-matrix element connecting the
conduction-band envelope function is almost independent of energy and close
to unity, so tlat, in accordance with existing prescriptions given in the literature,
the conduction-band envelope function indeed is approximately continuous at
a Ga As/Al( Ga )As interface. The matrix element connecting the first derivative
of the conduction-band envelope function shows deviations of 10 to 20 %from
unity fora GaAs/AlAs interface. This result is in contradiction with the often
applied value for this matrix element which is equal to the ratio of the effective
masses of both materials.
Given the results for the connection rules for the conduction-band envelope
functions, the expression for the unit-cell averaged density-current probability
in the effective-mass approximation gives a flux which is discontinuous at the
interface. This discontinuity is due to a breakdown of this expression for the
flux at energies which are far from the conduction band edge in either one or
the other material layer, rather then to erroneous connection rules for envelope
functions.
An envelope description for conduction-band electrons can also be given
for k11 =/: Ö. However, this is in fact only possible if also the heavy-hole type
evanescent waves are taken into account. This implies the use of a multiple
band k · j-model. The addition of the heavy hole evanescent waves increases
the dimension of the T-matrix to 6 x 6. We conclude from our scattering
matrix approach that the T -matrix is an almost perfectly diagonal 6 x 6 matrix,
connecting the conduction-band and two heavy-hole band envelope functions.
The diagonal elements connecting the envelope functions appear to be close or
even equal to unity. The first derivatives appear to be discontinuous. These
discontinuities, however, have nothing to do with effective-mass ratios.
Also in the valence-band energy region, for k11 = Ö, we propose a 6 x 6
T-matrix, but now connecting the light-hole and heavy-hole band envelope
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functions. This T-matrix is also approximately diagonal. The envelope functions themselves appear to be continuous, but their first derivatives show
appreciable discontinuities. But again these discontinuities are not govemed
by the effective-mass ratios. For k11 #- Öthe diagonal T-matrix elements approximately keep the same values as for k11 = 0, but now there are also off-diagonal
elements which may take appreciable values.
For the 1nAs / GaSb-interface, at which the conduction band in 1nAs is lined
up with the va]ence bands in GaSb, the T-matrix connecting the light-hole band
envelope function and its first derivative in GaSb with the conduction-band
envelope function and its first derivative in InAs appears to have diagonal
matrix elements which are negligibly small. For this case the off-diagonal Tmatrix elements are non-zero. These off-diagonal matrix elements have values
which depend only weakly on energy.
Given the above results for T-matrices, the envelope function approach
seems to be reasonably well applicable for the description of the electronic
properties of GaAs/AlAs based heterostructures, at least for those cases in
which the electronic properties are determined by the f-point Bloch waves in
each material layer. Clearly it fails if states associated with other band extrema
play an important role, as we have shown in section (3.2) for the GaAs/AlAs
single baITier case. Furthermore, the restriction to small values of the Bloch
wavevector limits its applicability to configurations in which the band extrema
of both material layers are not too far apart. With respect to this the Ga As/Al As
interface is in fact a bad example, since the value of the conduction-band offset
is relatively large. For GaAs/ Al"Ga1_"As based heterostructures the situation
is much more favorable in this respect. Also for the case of lnAs/GaSb based
heterostructures, in which the conduction band and the valence bands are lined
up close to each other, the envelope function approach may be successfully
used. lt is to be noted that in this case the T-matrix connecting valence-band
envelope functions with conduction-band envelope functions has non-zero
elements on the off-diagonal positions, whereas the diagonal elements are
negligibly small.
The connection rules for envelope functions apply only to the special cases
in which the flat band approximation is valid. The question is whether they
will also be applicable to cases in which the flat band approximation is not
valid anymore, like in the presence of electric fields or potentials resulting
from doping profiles. If these potentials are slowly varying on the size of a
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unit cell of a bulk material, which is true in most cases, the potential will be
flat over distances of the order of a (where a is the lattice constant) away from
the interface. The connection rules as obtained in the flat band approximation
will therefore be applicable to these cases also.

5.3

Comparison with existing models

Here we will compare our results in somewhat more detail with prescriptions
for connection rules for envelope functions which already exist in the literature.
We will not try to give an exhaustive treatment of all existing connection rules,
but we will restrict ourselves to the most commonly used ones and give only
their major characte1istics as far as they are important for our purposes. Existing derivations for connection rules, which we consider here, can be subdivided
into three different kinds of approaches.
In the first approach (78, 28, 9, 72, 64] the envelope functions themselves are
supposed to be continuous. This rule, which is based on the similarity of the basis functions iP!ko(T) (eq. (5.3)) in the two involved material layers, can indeed
be justified for Ga As/ Al( Ga )As interfaces, but nota priori for all kinds of material layers. In deriving connection rules for the first derivatives one starts with
the envelope function equations (5.1) for each material layer. The piecewise
constant quantities E~(ko) and p~,,., are then replaced by z-dependent quantities. The kinetic energy term in the effective-mass equation for conductionband electrons becomes in such a way proportional to m:(z)- 1 ~J='c(z) which
is rewritten in the form :zm~(z)- 1 :z.r0 (z) to ensure Hermiticity (note thatthere
is no unique prescription for such a Hermitian form [64]). The resulting equations are integrated across the interface. The integration of the kinetic energy
term leads to the bounda1·y condition that (m~)- 1 tzFc(z) is continuous at the
interface. (Ina 4 band k·pmodel the procedure is essentially the same, see e.g.
[28, 78].) The envelope function equations with z-dependent effective masses
can formally be justified for crystals with slowly varying gradients from one
material (e.g. GaAs) to the other (e.g. Al::Ga1_ 111 As) [33, 52, 74]. However,
as the b:ansition from one material to the other is extremely rapid at a heterostructure interface the allowability of such an effective-mass equation, and
the subsequent integration procedure can seriously be questioned.
In the second approach the envelope functions are supposed to be continuous on the same grounds as in the first approach. The connection rules for
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the first derivatives are now deduced from demanding the unit-cell averaged
current density to be continuous at the interface [1, 80]. Howeve1; in the framework of a Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function theory the used expression
for the unit-cell averaged flux in terms of envelope functions is only approximate. Indeed, as we have shown for one particular case in section 5.2.2, this
unit-cell averaged flux (eq. (5.8)) appears to be discontinuous at the interface
due to inaccuracies inherent in such Löwdin-renormalized envelope-function
schemes. Similar inaccuracies are introduced in the framework of a 4 band k·p..
model. lt is striking that in both of the above described two approaches, at least
if a one band model is used, the connection rule results state that (m~t 1 8:Fn/8z
should be continuous. We recall in this connection that we did not find any
evidence from our treatment for such a rule to apply! Another worrying point
in the above two approaches is the use of a 8 x 8 T-matrix in the case of the 4
band k · P:.model. Related to the fact that this T-matrix is over-dimensioned, it
should in fact be 6 x 6, the procedure is to include out-zone kz-solutions. These
are called spurious solutions [78] or wing band solutions [94]. In a number of
cases it is attempted to avoid the spurious solutions by conside1ing separately
the conduction-band electrons, using a 1 band model, and holes, using a 3
band model [78, 28, 1]. E.g. in [9] the neglect of the spin-orbit split off band
reduces the 4 band model to a 3 band model (for each spin state) involving
the conduction, light-hole and heavy hole band. The relative success of the 4
band k ·p-models involving the use of a 8 x 8 T-matrix is most likely due to the
apparent unimportance of such spurious solutions in the matching problem
for envelope functions [81 ].
Finally, in the third approach for deriving connection rules an explicit appeal
is made to the basis functions iP;k_
(f'), which are used in the envelope function
no
expansion (5.3) in each material layer. This approach is followed by Ando et al.
[3, 2]. In fact our approach can be categorized under this third approach also.
Ando et al. use a tight binding scheme as well as an emphical-pseudopotential
scheme to cakulate T-matrix elements. Their results are restricted to k11 = Ö
only, and deal with the limited class of 2 x 2 T-matrices. In the calculations of
Ando et al. the unit-cell averaged flux in effective-mass approximation given
by eq. (5.8), which is discontinuous according to our calculations, is forced to
be continuous apriori. Furthermore, the EPM calculations by Ando et al. make
use of 15 plane waves, which is dearly insufficient regarding the convergence
of the bandstructure and, more importantly, regarding the convergence of the
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2D unit-cell averaged flux (appendix A). Finally, Ando et al. use evanescent
waves with a real part close to the X-point in order to calculate connection
rules for envelope functions related to the r-point. In our opinion these states
should be omitted for consistency reasons, as they are not involved in Löwdinrenormalized approaches considering one band minimum only. Note that
these evanescent states, the wavevector of which has a real part close to the
X-point have considerable influence on the first derivatives of the envelope
functions :Fn since the functions /;f~8 (z) are proportional to k~ 8 , the value of
which is large for X-states compared to the k!, 8 -values for r-states which are
close to zero.
Finally we devote some special attention to the boundary conditions pro-posed by White & Sham [94]. These authors use a 2 band k · p'-model for the
conduction and the light-hole band and impose boundary conditions on both
the conduction band and the light-hole band envelope function. But they omit
the boundary conditions for the first derivatives so that the undesired out-zone,
so called, wing band solutions are eliminated from the matching problem. Imposing boundary conditions on :Fc and :Fin is in fact equivalent with imposing
boundary conditions on the conduction-band envelope function and its first
derivative since, to first order, :Fin cc /z:Fc. Vice versa, :Fc ex /z:F1n1 so the
boundary conditions of White & Sham could also be reformulated in terms of
the light-hole band envelope function and its first derivative. The proposition
of White & Sham that both the conduction-band envelope function and the
light-hole band envelope function should be continuous seems legitimate according to our results which show that these envelope functions both appear
to be almost continuous at GaAs/Al(Ga)As interfaces (fig. 5.2and 5.3).
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VI

Further applications &
developments
This concluding chapter will be devoted to suggestions for further applications
and developments of the methods described in the preceding chapters.
The scattering-matrix approach as developed in this thesis and applied
to the description of electronic properties of, mainly GaAs/Al(Ga)As based,
lattice-matched heterostructures bas proven to be successful. However, for
an accurate fit to experimental results the bulk bandstructures of the involved
material layers are reproduced too coarsely. An improvement in this respect
might be possible if the pseudopotential formfactors are slightly adjusted so as
to obtain better agreement between certain properties of the calculated bandstructures, which are important for the electronic properties of the heterostructure of interest (like the direct bandgap and effective masses) and experimental
data. Another way in which this may be achieved is to use non-local pseudopotentials (21].
Within the limitations set by the FBA there is a large variety of latticematched structures to which the method can be applied, like for instance
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InAs/GaSb, GaP/Si, In(Ga)As/In(Al)As or HgTe/CdTe based heterostructures. A nice example is for instance the GaSb/ AlSb/ InAs double-harrier
resonant-tunneling diode [61]. For such a system an envelope-function approach is troublesome in view of the fact that the wavefunctions to be matched
at the interface belong to different energy bands which asks for rather complicated connection rules as we have shown.

In the class of GaAs/Al(Ga)As based heterostructures an extension to think
of is the application of the method to superlattices. Depending on the concentration of Al and the thickness of the layers these superlattices are either of
type I (both electrons and holes are located predominantly in the GaAs layers)
or type II (in which the electrons are caught in the X-valley quantum wells
formed by the AlAs layers whereas the holes are confined within the wells
formed by the GaAs layers) [42, 88]. Since our method accounts for both rvalley and X -valley electron states it is particularly suited for the description
of these type II superlattices. When considering superlattices, using the construction of the scattering matrix for multiple interfaces as presented in section
2.4.3, it must be realized that the number of layers involved is restricted to a
finite number due to the finite size of computer memory. (For instance, on
an IBM RS/ 6000 system with 32 Mb memory, neglecting spin-orbit interaction
and using the NAG routines FOlNAF and F04NAF, the maximum number of

layers N 1should satisfy (N1 - 1) x 2 * M * 2 * M * (9M - 2) < 1.4 · 1Cl6, where
M is the number of K11-vectors involved in the calculation, so that the program
fits into memory. With M = 5 we thus get N 1 < 3350 and with M = 13 we
find that N 1 < 480.) Note in this connection that the calculation scheme for
the S-matrix in case of multiple interfaces, as presented in this thesis, has been
chosen to ensure numerical stability. Numerical instabilities may occur due to
evanescent waves with a large imaginary part of the wavevector in combination with large layer widths. For superlattices with a large number of layers,
the widths of the involved layers is generally not very large but, on the contrary, small. Furthermore, if the number of K11-vectors is reduced to 5 (which is
sufficient in most cases) the evanescent waves with the largest iinaginary parts
of the wavevector are eliminated. Superlattices with a large number of layers
may therefore generally be treated within the well-known method of matrix
multiplication.
The FBA is a condition without which our scattering method, based on
empirica} pseudopotentials, is not applicable. This restriction, however, can
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to a certain degree be circumvented by approximating disturbing potentials
by a step wise shaped potential profile. The heterostructure can then again be
subdivided into parts in which the potential is a constant. (In section 3.4 we
have given an example of such an approximation for a disturbing potential.)
A uniform electric field, e.g., could be approximated by a cascade shaped
potential profile.
The scattering method, as described in this thesis, can simply be adjusted
such as to deal with lattice-mismatched heterostructures. See e.g. Hughes &
Brand [39] who consider Si/ Ge based superlattices or French et al. [30] treating
In(Ga)As/GaAs based heterostructures. For lattice-mismatched heterostructures the lattices of the involved materials are strained in the directions parallel
to the interfaces such that the lattices of two adjacent layers match. This also
produces strain in the direction perpendicular to the interfaces such that the
unit cell volume remains constant. The periodicity in the directions parallel to
the interfaces is thus retained and so the parallel wavevector remains a good
quantum number. The method for matching wavefunctions at interfaces as
described in section 2.4 therefore remains applicable. However, strain parameters have to be included in the calculation of the complex bandstructures of
the involved materials. lncorporation of strain in empirical-pseudopotential
bandstructure calculations has already been described by e.g. Bassani & Brost
[8].

With respect to the problem of finding proper connection rules for envelope
functions at interfaces we recall that our scattering matrix method is in fact able
to actually determine how the envelopes and their first derivatives are related
at the interfaces. This could be of great help in improving existing and future
envelope function descriptions, as such descriptions generally suffer from the
use of ill-determined boundary conditions.
More spedfically, we would like to suggest a possible combination of our
scattering-matrix approach and the envelope-function approach. The idea
is to combine the strong points of both methods and to avoid the weaker
points. The most important advantage of the EPM is the unambiguous matching prescription for the wavefunction and its first derivative at a heterostructure interface. A clear disadvantage of the method is the size of the Chang
& Schulman matrices involved (54 x 54 at least, if spin-orbit interaction is neglected), which makes it computationally slow. With respect to this latter point
the envelope function theory is favorable. This theory involves only small-
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size matrices (typically 16 x 16 at most, with spin-orbit interaction included)
which makes it numerically fast. The weak point in the envelope function
approach is that there is no dear cut prescription for connecting envelope functions at interfaces. The combined theory could be devised along the following
lines: Envelope functions in each material layer should be calculated using
a k · p-model for the bandstructure. The obtained envelope functions should
then be used to construct the wavefunction at the interface using the relation
i/i~n(f") = exp (ik11 · ii) EnF~(z),,P~ko(f") (eq. (5.3)), in which the basis functions
ef;~ko(f")

are cakulated using empirica} pseudopotentials (this has to be done
once only for each material layer). These wavefunctions can then be used in
the construction of the scattering matrices. In section 3.2 it appeared that at
least 5 two-dimensional (20) Fourier coefficients of the electronic wavefunction
should be involved in the matching conditions at the interfaces. Using 5 2D
Fourier coeffidents implies (see section 2.4) that 10 Bloch and/ or evanescent
waves are to be cakulated at each side of an interface (these states correspond
to the kz-branches indicated with /
0 and / = 1 in fig. 2.4). Six of such
solutions are obtained if a 4 band k· p-model is used (see section 5.1). The remaining 4 solutions to be determined are the Bloch/ evanescent waves related
to the X -point minima of the first and second conduction band. The calculation
of these solutions requires the use of a separate k · P..model for the first two
conduction bands for wavevectors close to the X-point. So two calculations
are needed involving k ·P..models centered around the r and the X-point. The
resulting two types of envelope function solutions are then to be used in the
construction of the wavefunctions with appropriate basis functions 'lfJ!fo (f") for
both kinds of envelope function solutions. In this manner we not only have
accomplished a proper matching of the wavefunction and its first derivative
but also the indusion of both rand X-related electron states in one description,
eliminating the disadvantage of usual envelope function descriptions in which
the X-type (or the f-type) electron states are entirely neglected.
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A

Unit cell averaged flux
Here we will prove that the current density probability or flux, averaged over
a 2D unit cell of the 2D lattice parallel at an interface plane of a heterostructure,
is constant as a function of the direction perpendicular to that interface plane.
Though this has obviously to be the case, it is of interest to investigate to what
extent this constancy is lost if one restricts oneself to a description of electronic
wavefunctions in terms of a limited number of plane waves only.
Due to the periodicity along the (xy-)directions along the interface plane we
can write the wavefunction as

'l/Jk (f') = eiku·''°vk K (z)éK11·ii
Il

tn

(A.1)

11•11

with p = ( x, y) and where .R11 is a reciprocal lattice vector of the 2D lattice
parallel at the interface plane. Analogously the complex conjugale of 1/JE ( T) is
11
written as
.1.:, (f!'I = e-ik11·ii'° v!
(z)e-iK11·ii
(A.2)
'f'k11 , J
L,, ku,i<u
-«11
Substituting (A.l) in the Schrödinger equation (li = m = 1)

[ ! V2 + U(f')j i/;(f') = Eif;(f'),
113

(A.3)
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with U(r) being the heterostructure crystal potential, gives

2 1~ '"'2)
1°
+ 2 (k11 + K11) vk11,K11(z) + ~
L;-UA'11-A'û(z)vk11,Kj,(z) = 0
(
Kii

(A.4)

- 2 8z2

where Ug/z) are the 2D z-dependent Fourier coefficients of U(r):

(A.5)

Since

1/J'r (r) also is a solution of the Schrödinger equation (A.3) the functions
"Il

v'f ." (z) similarly obey the equations
"11 •I\ Il

K11) 2) v' g (z)

11• 1

+ l:Ug,_g
(z)v' g.(z) =
K'
11
11
11• 11

(A.6)

0.

Il

In deriving eqs (A.4) and (A.6) use has been made of the fact that the number
of K11-vectors is infinite.
Multiplication of (A.4) with v'r ." (z) and summing over R11 , multiplication
of (A.6) with

v,

"'11•1\ Il

11

,g/z) and summing over K11, and subtracting the results gives

E (v~u.Ku(z)
.K11

[-!

::2vk11..f?11(z)]-v1'11,A'11(z)

[-! ::2v~11·K11(z)])

+

2: (ul?u-Kf1(z)v~11.K11(z)v1'11,Kf1(z) - Ugá-K11(z)v&11,il11(z)v~11•Kf1(z)) = (&.7)

+

il11,Kf1

Swapping the

R11

and

K(1 in

the last term of the LHS of (A.7) shows that it

equals the second last term of the LHS of (A.7). So (A.7) becomes

~
L,,

(v! ." (z) [- l .!:_v~
., (z)]) =
{)z2 "(z)] - v~ ., (z) [- l .!:_v:
{)z2
k11,l\11

"

"ll•l\11

k11,l\11

"

k11,l\11

0•

(A.8)

il11

lntegrating over z results in

2: (v&11 ,g11 (z)

!

V& ,g
11

11

(z) -

V&

1?11

11

,K11 (z) :z vi11 ,g11 (z))

constant.

(A.9)

The flux along the (z-)direction perpendicular to an interface plane is given
by

a

- in
- [1/;*(r')-1/;(r')

2m

{)z

e.c.],

(A.10)
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Substitution of (A.1) in (A.10) gives

8
iz(r') = - ili [
vg 1< (z)f) vg,1< (z)ei(Ä'j1-1f11>-P' - e.c.].
2m g K' 11• 11
z 11• 11

L

(A.11)

Il• n

Averaging over a 2D unit cell with surface
interface plane gives

Uz(r)) 0 "9 = - 2ilim

O:i:y

~ !

of the lattice parallel at the

["""
L.. v:"
l\11•"'11 (z) uz V.;
l\11,1<u(z)1?11

e.c.] .

(A.12)

Using the result (A.9) shows that the 2D unit cell averaged flux, given by eq.
(A.12), indeed is constant along z.
It should be emphasized that the expression (A.12) for the averaged flux

density will be independent of z only if an infinite number of K11-vectors is used.
If we would consider a restricted number of .K11 -vectors only the resulting constancy of the expression at the LHS of eq. (A.9) would not have been obtained.
Consequently we have to face the non-constancy of the averaged flux density
as approximated by (A.12) fora finite number of K11-vectors. An additional
inaccuracy lies in the calculation of the product function v~ ." ( z) l-v" g ( z)
"'ll•l\11

oz

U• Il

themselves. Due to the finite number of three-dimensional K-vectors, these
functions are approximated by a a finite number of lD Fourier coeffidents only.
In order to illustrate the relative importance of this undesired z-dependence
we have plotted in fig. A.la the 2D unit cell averaged flux fora conduction
band electron with kz = 0.1 2; in GaAs, where 27 three dimensional redprocal
lattice vectors K have been used, and where the number of K11-vectors used in
the cakulation of the averaged flux density is 5, 9 and 13, respectively. For 9 K11vectors the 2D averaged flux density has apparently converged. Unfortunately,
however, we obtain an osdllating function of z. The osdllations are due to the
use of a finite set of lD Fouriercomponents in the calculation of the product
function v~ ", (z) Vf< g ( z ). The oscillations are quite large with an amplitude
"ll•J\11
z Il• Il
of about 18% around the mean value.

t

In view of this we have increased the number N of plane waves in our
calculation. In fig. A.lb the averaged flux density as a function of z (using 9

2D Fouriercomponents v" ,g (z) only) is given for N = 27, 59, 113 and 169. lt is
11
11
observed that for 59 plane waves the amplitude of the osdllation bas already
substantially been reduced to a value of about 3% of the mean value.
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Fig. A.1: Current density probability averaged over a 2D unit een fora Bloch
electron in GaAs with k = (0, 0, 0.1) 7;;, a) calculated using 27 K-vectors and
a varying number of Ku-vectors and b) calculated with a fixed number of 9
K11-vectors and a varying number of K -vectors..
The condusion is that the non-constancy of the 2D averaged flux can be
remedied by employing a sufficiently large number of plane waves. Increasing the number of plane waves from 27 to 59 leads already to a significant
improvement.

B

Projecting the Brillouin zone on a
plane
We will show that for a k-vector inside the first Brillouin zone of a fee lattiee
(1BZ(3D)), the parallel component ku along a two-dimensional lattiee plane may
lie outside the first Brillouin zone of the 2D lattice parallel at the lattiee plane
{1BZ(2D)). This possibility exists due to the differenee between the projection
of the 1BZ{3D) on the 2D lattice plane and the 1BZ(2D).
In fig. B.la the first Brillouin zone of a fce-lattice is given. When viewed
from the [001], the [110] or the [111]-direetions, projeetionsofthis Brillouin zone
may be obtained on the respeetive planes perpendicular to these direetions. The
outer contours of these projections are indicated by 1BZ(3D) in figs B.lb, B.lc
and B.ld, respeetively. Also given in these pictures are the respective twodimensional Brillouin zones, indicated by 1BZ(2D). Basis vectors B1 and B2,
generating the set of two-dimensional reciprocal lattiee vectors are given as
well. Finally, in the [001] and [111] case a hatched area within the 1BZ(2D) is
indicated, defined by the property that for all k11 within this area, it is impossible
to find a two dimensional reciprocal lattiee vector K11 -:/: 0 sueh that k11 + K11 E
1BZ(3D). Vectors ku outside these regions, but within 1BZ(2D) are such that
117
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precisely one such Ru-vector exists. Tuis can easily be checked from figs B.lb
and B.ld. Note that there is no such hatched area for the [110] case in fig. B.lc.
The possibility that both k11 and k11 + K11 lie in the 1BZ(3D) opens the possibility
of ha ving two z-dependent envelope functions fn k' ( z) and f~ r +., (z) per band
' Il
'""il 1\11
index n (see eq. (4.20)).
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Fig. B.1: Ina) the first Brillouin zone of a fcc-lattice (1BZ(3D)) is depicted. The
projected 1BZ(3D) and the first Brillouin zone of the 2D lattice (1BZ(2D)) as
viewed from the [001] direction are plotted in b). The outer fuH drawn lines

are the borderlines of the projection of the 1BZ(3D) on the [001]-plane. The
1BZ(2D) is denoted by broken Jines. The vectors B1 and B2 are basis vectors of
the 2D redprocal lattice. The meaning of the hatched area is explained in the
main text of the appendix. In c) and d) the view is taken trom the [110) and
[111) direction, respectively.
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Sun1mary
This thesis deals with the description of the electronic properties of latticematched semiconductor heterostructures. In particular the matching of electronic wavefunctions and their slowly varying envelopes at the abrupt heterostructure interfaces is subject of investigation. The employed method is
bases on the use of empirica} pseudopotentials with the aid of which the
bandstructures of the respective layer materials can relatively accurately be
reproduced.
In Chapter II we sketch our scattering-matrix method for the calculation of
electronic wave functions in a heterostructure. Apart from the applicability of
the flat-band approximation in which the layers are assumed to be entirely bulk
like, use is made of either empirically or theoretically obtained valence-band
offset parameters. The wavefunction in each material layer of a heterostructure is first expressed quite generally as a linear combination of Bloch and
evanescent waves. Boundary conditions at a heterostructure interface for this
wavefunction are expressed in terms of a scattering matrix, which relates all
incoming Bloch and evanescent waves to all outgoing ones. In the formalism
the coupling of e.g. r and X-like conduction band electrons is explicitly dealt
with. In the description of the scattering of an electron at multiple interfaces
special care is taken in order to avoid numerical inaccuracies caused by the
evanescent waves in layers with large widths. We present a numerical stable
and quick procedure to deal with such multiple-interface configurations.
In Chapter III we have applied the scattering-matrix method toa number of
important examples. First we deal with a single Ga As/ Al As interface, for which
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case we find that, for incoming r-band electrons, the X-valley electron states
play a non-negligible role in the scattered wavefunction. Next we deal with
two examples of heterostructures having two interfaces: the GaAs/Al(Ga)As
single-harrier structure and the Al(Ga)As/GaAs quantum-wel1 structure. As
far as the transmission of f-valley electrons through an AlAs harrier is concerned, we find that it is largely dominated by resonant X-valley assisted tunneling. In case the harrier consists of the (direct) semiconductor Al0.3Ga0.7As
the transmission amplitude shows the 'normal' behaviour, such as predicted
by a simple type of envelope-function theory. For two types of Al(Ga )As/ GaAs
quantum wells we have calculated the confinement energy spectrum as a function of para11el wavevector throughout a large part of the two-dimensional
Brillouin zone, which would have been impossible if e.g. k · P..theory had been
employed. Finally we have tested the validity of the flat-band approximation
by taking into account the effects of the deviations of the electronic potential near the heterostructure interfaces from its value in a corresponding bulk
material. These deviations were calculated using results from selfconsistent
supercell calculations performed by Van de Walle & Martin [93}. It appears
that these deviations do not invalidate, in most cases, the results obtained in
the flat-band approximation.
In Chapter IV we turn to the theory of envelope functions in lattice-matched
heterostructures. Starting from the envelope-function formalism of Luttinger
and Kohn for a three-dimensional crystal, exact one-dimensional envelopefunction equations are derived valid for lattice-matched heterostructures. lt
is shown that the transition to one-dimensional envelope functions generally
leads to more then one one-dimensional envelope function per band index,
in contradistinction to what is generally assumed. In the important case of
[001] and [111] grown heterostructures it is shown that for parallel wavevectors contained in a region around the r-point the number of one-dimensional
envelope functions reduces to one, in accordance with the usual applied theory
in the literature. Exact equations are derived governing the one-dimensional
envelope functions. lt is indicated how these exact equations can be used in a
simple way when use is made of the flat-band approximation.
Chapter Vis devoted to the problem of connecting envelope functions at
heterostructure interfaces. These connection rules are formulated in terms of a
transfer matrix, relating the envelope functions and their first derivatives at the
right-hand side of interface to the ones at the left-hand side. We argue that for
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a 4 band envelope-function model the transfer matrix should have dimension
6 x 6 in contradistinction to the often applied rules which prescribe a 8 X' 8
matrix. Due to the smaller size of the transfer matrix we have no problems
with spurious out-zone solutions as sometimes encountered in the literature.
The transfer-matrix elements are calculated using the wavefunction solutions
obtained with our scattering-matrix method using empirica} pseudopotentials.
The transfer matrix fora GaAs/Al(Ga)As interface appears, in good approximation, to be diagonal and energy independent. The diagonal elements connecting the envelope functions appear to be close to unity in contrast with the
elements connecting the first derivatives of the envelope functions, which thus
appear to be discontinuous. However, we do not find evidence for boundary conditions for derivatives of envelope functions involving effective-mass
ratios, which is clearly at variance with existing prescriptions.
We conclude the thesis with a number of suggestions concerning further
possible developments.
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Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift worden theoretische methodes voor het beschrijven van elektronische eigenschappen van heterostructuren behandeld. Een heterostructuur
is opgebouwd uit meerdere lagen halfgeleidermateriaal, waarbij de overgang
van de ene laag naar de andere laag abrupt is op een atomaire schaal. In het
bijzonder wordt gekeken naar de problematiek van het aansluiten van zowel
de elektrongolffuncties als hun omhullende, langzaam variërende, 'envelope' functies aan het scheidingsvlak tussen twee lagen.
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de te volgen methodiek besproken tegen de achtergrond van de bestaande literatuur.
In hoofdstuk II wordt de methode behandeld die met behulp van een
verstrooiingsmatrix de elektrontoestanden in een heterostructuur beschrijft
Deze methode is alleen toepasbaar indien men uitgaat van de vlakkebandbenadering, waarin de elektronpotentiaal in een laag van de heterostructuur identiek verondersteld wordt aan de potentiaal in een perfect bulkkristal.
Verder dient een berope gedaaqn te worden op theoretisch of experimenteel
verkregen waardes voor de grootte van de discontinuïteit van de energiewaardes van de top van de valentiebanden aan de scheidingsvlakken. De algemene
elektrongolffunctie in een laag van een heterostructuur wordt geschreven als
een lineaire combinatie van blochgolven en uitdovende golven. De blochgolven en uitdovende golven worden berekend door gebruik te maken van
empirische pseudopotentialen die een redelijk nauwkeurige beschrijving geven van de elektronbandstructuur en golffuncties. De randvoorwaarden aan
een scheidingsvlak worden herschreven in de vorm van een verstrooiingsma-
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nix, die alle blochgolven en uitdovende golven die naar het scheidingsvlak
toelopen relateert aan de Bloch en uitdovende golven die van het scheidingsvlak uitgaan. In het geval dat men een heterostructuur behandelt bestaande
uit meer dan twee materiaallagen, bestaat het gevaar dat de exponentieel stijgende en uitdovende golven numerieke problemen veroorzaken. Er is een
numeriek stabiel en snel werkend algoritme ontwikkeld voor de berekening
van elektrontoestanden in heterostucturen met meer dan één scheidingsvlak

In hoofdstuk IIl is de geschetste methode toegepast op een aantal belangrijke voorbeelden. Eerst is de verstrooiing van een elektron aan een enkel
GaAs/AlAs-scheidingsvlak bekeken. Het blijkt dat, in het geval van een
inkomend elektron behorend bij het r-minimum van de geleidingsband, de
elektrontoestanden behorend bij het X -minimum van de geleidingsband niet
zonder meer verwaarloosd mogen worden. Vervolgens is de transmissie van
elektronen door een enkele-barriereheterostructuur, opgebouwd uit de materialen GaAs en Al(Ga)As, onderzocht. Indien de barriere uit de (indirecte)
halfgeleider Al As bestaat blijkt de transmissiekarakteristiek van een elektron,
gerelateerd aan het r-minimum, gedomineerd te worden door resonante tunneling via elektronen die horen bij het X-minimum van de geleid~gsband.
Voor de (directe) Alo,3Gao.1As-barriere blijkt de transmissie uitsluitend door de
elektrontoestanden behorende bij het r-minimum bepaald te worden. Voor
Al( Ga )As/ Ga As quantum-wellstructuren zijn de energieën waarbij elektronen
en gaten gebonden toestanden vormen berekend voor golfgetallen die een groot
gedeelte van de eerste brillouinzone beslaan. Dit laatste zou niet mogelijk zijn
geweest indien de zogenaamde k·P..methode zou zijn gebruikt die alleen geldig
is in een beperkt gedeelte van de eerste brillouinzone. Tenslotte hebben we de
geldigheid van de vlakke-bandbenadering onderzocht door de effecten van de
afwijkingen van de elektronpotentiaal in de buurt van de scheidingsvlakken
ten opzichte van de potentiaal in een perfect bulkkristal in rekening te brengen.
Deze afwijkingen zijn berekend door Van de Walle & Martin [93] met behulp
van zelfconsistente supercelberekeningen. Het is gebleken dat in de meeste
gevallen de vlakke-bandbenadering een zeer goede benadering is.

In hoofdstuk IV wijden we onze aandacht aan de theorie van envelopefuncties in heterostructuren die uit materialen zijn opgebouwd met gelijke roosterconstantes. Uitgaande van de definitie van envelopefuncties zoals gegeven
door Luttinger & Kohn [54] worden exacte envelopefunctievergelijkingen afgeleid geldig voor driedimensionale kristallen. Deze vergelijkingen worden
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toegespits op heterostructuren en tot ééndimensionale envelopefunctie vergelijkingen omgeschreven. Het blijkt dat bij deze overgang in het algemeen
meer dan één ééndimensionale envelopefunctie per bandindex nodig is, in tegenstelling tot de algemene opvatting in de literatuur. We tonen aan dat in
de belangrijke gevallen van heterostructuren die gegroeid zijn langs de [100]
en [111] richting van een zine-blende structuur en voor parallelle golfgetallen
die in een beperkt gebied binnen de eerste brillouinzone liggen, het aantal
envelopefuncties per bandindex reduceert tot één. We zullen aangeven hoe
de exacte één-dimensionale envelopefunctie vergelijkingen op een eenvoudige manier toegepast kunnen worden indien gebruik gemaakt wordt van de
vlakke-bandbenadering.
In hoofdstuk V gaan we in op de problematiek van het aansluiten van envelopefuncties aan de scheidingsvlakken in een heterostructuur. De aansluitvoorwaarden worden algemeen geschreven in de vorm van een transfermatrix,
die de envelopefuncties en hun eerste afgeleides aan de rechterkant van het
interface verbindt met de envelopefuncties en hun eerste afgeleides aan de
linkerkant. We beargumenteren dat voor een envelopefunctiemodel met vier
banden de transfermatrix de dimensie 6 x 6 moet hebben in tegenstelling tot
de dimensie 8 x 8 matrix die vaak gebruikt wordt. Als gevolg van de gereduceerde afmetingen van de transfermatrix ontstaan er geen problemen door
'onechte' oplossingen met golfgetallen die buiten de eerste brillouinzone liggen. De h·ansfermatrix voor een scheidingsvlak tussen de materialen GaAs en
Al (Ga) As blijkt, in goede benadering, diagonaal te zijn en onafhankelijk van de
energie. De elementen die de envelopefuncties aan weerszijde van het scheidingsvlak met elkaar verbinden blijken ongeveer gelijk aan één te zijn. Dit in
tegenstelling tot de elementen die de eerste afgeleides verbinden die duidelijk
afwijken van één en dus aanleiding geven tot discontinue eerste afgeleides.
We vinden echter geen aanwijzing dat de discontinuïteit gerelateerd is aan de
verhouding van de effectieve massa's van beide materialen wat in tegenspraak
is met de algemeen gebruikte aansluitvoorwaarde voor eerste afgeleides van
envelopefuncties.
We besluiten het proefschrift met een aantal suggesties en aanbevelingen
voor toekomstig onderzoek.
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i. Het in effectieve-massamodellen vaak gebezigde gebruik van de term golffunctie
wanneer de envelopefunctie bedoeld wordt [1] suggereert ten onrechte dat aan de
echte schrödingergolfvergelijking wordt voldaan, en leidt daarom gemakkelijk
tot een veronachtzaming van de benaderingen [2] inherent aan de effectievemassa-approximatie.
[1] Dingle R in Festkörperprobleme XV, Advances in Solid State Physics (Pergamon, New York
1975)p21

[2] Degani M HPhys. Rev. B 44 (1991) 5580

ii. De berekeningsmethode van Ando et al. voor de transfermatrixelementen voor
r-punt gerelateerde envelopefuncties waarbij aan het X-punt gerelateerde elektrontoestanden worden gebruikt is onjuist.
Ando T, Wakahara Sen Alcera HPhys. Rev. B 40 (1989) 11609

[1] Luttinger J M and Kohn W Phys. Rev. '7 ( 1955) 869
[2] Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V

iii. Het feit dat de basisfuncties in de envelopefunctie-ontwikkeling van de elektrongolffunctie aan weerszijden van het scheidingsvlak nagenoeg identiek zijn
impliceert niet, in tegenstelling tot de algemene opvatting [1,2,3], dat de envelopefuncties continu zijn aan het scheidingsvlak.
[1) Altarelli M Phys. Rev. B 28 (1983) 842

[2] Bastard G Phys. Rev. B 24 (1981) 5693
[3] Schuurmans M FH and 't Hooft G W Phys. Rev. B 31 (1985) 8041

iv. De aanname van Weisz dat de parameters À 1 en >.2 die de spinbaanwisselwerking
in rekening brengen in een bandstructuurberekening met behulp van pseudopotentialen constanten zijn, en dus onafhankelijk van het golfgetal, leidt tot divergerende spinbaanopsplitsingen tussen energiebanden bij een toenemend aantal
vlakke golven dat in de berekening meegenomen wordt.
Weisz G,Phys. Rev. 149 (1966) 504

v. Het verschil in vorm van de shubnikovdehaaspieken in de magnetoweerstand van
een tweedimensionaal elektrongas, dat ontstaat als de elektrondichtheid met een
gelijke hoeveelheid verhoogd is door middel van hetzij belichting, hetzij 'backgating', vormt een experimentele aanwijzing voor het feit dat de asymmetrie in de
toestandsdichtheid niet veroorzaakt wordt door de verhoogde elektrondichtheid,
maar een gevolg is van de verstrooiing aan de positief geladen, verafgelegen
verontreinigingen.
Koenraad PM, Blom F AP, Cuypers J P, Foxon CT, Perenboom J AAJ, Spermon S J R M and
Wolter J H, in High Magnetic Fields in Semiconductor Physics Il, Springer-Verlag Berlin 1989,
pag. 150

vi. Indien van de pseudopotentiaalvormfactoren voor GaAs, gegeven door Baldereschi et al. , de waarde van v"( 4) verlaagd wordt van 0.06 Ry naar 0.05 Ry is de
bandstructuur van de eerste en tweede geleidingsband rond het X-punt beter in
overeenstemming met experimentele gegevens, en blijft de grootte van de directe
energiegap onveranderd.
Baldereschi A, Hess E, Maschke K, Neumann H, Schulze KR en Unger K, J. Physics C: Solid
State Phys. 10 (1977) 4709

vii. Aangezien de door Büttiker gegeven verklaring van het quantumhalleffect met
behulp van randstromen alleen opgaat bij een geheeltallige vulfactor en dus geen
verklaring geeft voor de vorming van de plateaus in het quantumhalleffect, en
deze theorie bovendien geen uitspraken doet over de bulkstromen, geeft deze
theorie een incompleet beeld van het quantumhalleffect.
Bttttiker M, Phys. Rev. B 38 (1988) 9375

viii. In de afleiding van de termen die de spinbaanwisselwerking beschrijven in de
pseudopotentiaaltheorie zoals gegeven door Lin-Chung & Teitler dienen de
eerste-orde correcties op de coretoestanden ten gevolge van de spinbaanwisselwerking te worden meegenomen teneinde het goede teken van deze termen te
verkrijgen.
Lîn-Chung P J & Teitler S, Phys. Rev. B 6 (1972) 1419

ix. Het magneetveld dat ontstaat ten gevolge van de elektronstroom in een ééndimensionale
metallische ring in een homogeen uitwendig magneetveld is verwaarloosbaar
klein ten opzichte van het uitwendige veld indien aan de conditie µ 0 e2 N / Lm < <
1 wordt voldaan, waarbij N het aantal elektronen en L de omtrek van de ring is.
x. Het over het scheidingsvlak heen integreren van de effectieve-massavergelijking
[1,2] is een niet geoorloofde operatie en leidt dan ook tot de foutieve randvoorwaarde dat 2.8fc/8z,
waarbij m~ de effectieve massa en fc(z) de 'envelope'm.
functie van geleidingsbandelektronen is, continu moet zijn aan het scheidingsvlak
~

[3].
[1] Bastard G Phys. Rev. B 24 (1981) 5693
[2] Schuurmans M FH and 't Hooft G W Phys. Rev. B 31(1985)8041
[3] Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V

xi. De AIO's of OIO's die belast worden met het systeembeheer van computers
dienen vrijgesteld te worden van hun onderwijstaken.
xii. Gezien de willekeur waarmee jongens opgeroepen worden voor militaire dienst is
de eis van carrierebreuk voor vervangend dienstplichtigen een 'fraai' voorbeeld
van het meten met twee maten.

xiii. De opsplitsing van het natuurkundig onderzoek in theoretische en experimentele
vakgroepen is niet bevorderlijk voor een eendrachtige samenwerking tussen beide
disciplines.
xiv. Indien iedereen in de regio Eindhoven die klaagt over de culturele armoede van
een provinciestad regelmatig voorstellingen in het nieuwe muziekcentrum zou
bezoeken, zou er geen enkele reden zijn tot verontrusting over een voldoende
bezetting van de grote zaal.

